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ABSTRACT
AGILITY WITHIN HIGHER EDUCATION IT ORGANIZATIONS: A LOOSELY
COUPLED SYSTEMS PERSPECTIVE
by
Thomas E. Bunton
The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 2017
Under the Supervision of Professor Erin Ruppel, Ph.D.
This dissertation examines how leadership focus on innovation and organizational centralization
relate with organizational agility, speed of technology adoption, and defined governance
processes and technology standards. The study used data from the 2015 Educause survey of
higher education IT organizations (N = 822). A five-component framework of organizational
agility was identified via factor analysis and subsequently used to evaluate relationships between
study variables. Findings reveal that leadership focus on innovation was statistically significant
in predicting all five identified components of organizational agility, the speed of technology
adoption, and the adoption of defined governance standards, reinforcing the perspective that
communication is critically important in supporting the organizational agility concepts of sensing
and responding. Additionally, despite existing theoretical perspectives, the study provided no
supporting evidence that organizational centralization was related to organizational agility, the
speed of technology adoption, nor the adoption of defined governance processes and technology
standards. Lastly, the findings reveal that leadership focus on innovation is not negatively
related to organizational centralization as initially theorized, but the relationship is actually
positive. This positive finding between leadership focus on innovation and organizational
centralization provides partial support for the perceived IT paradox.
Keywords: organizational agility, innovation, technology adoption, loosely coupled systems
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Agility within higher education IT organizations: A loosely coupled systems
perspective
Organizations are facing profound challenges in market competition, technological
innovation, and customer demand due to increasing global scale, accelerated rates of innovation,
and rapid change (Tseng & Lin, 2011). Positioning an organization for future success involves
effectively addressing organizational hurdles in order to create responsive structures that react to
individual business unit needs while efficiently leveraging opportunities for scale. This
reconceptualization of organizational structures requires an enhanced understanding of how
structures and processes in organizations are created, maintained, and changed (Lewis &
Seibold, 1998). Although organizational scholars have acknowledged the importance of
communication change processes from the perspective of invention, design, adoption, and
responses, communication scholars have long been noticeably silent in the area of organizational
change literature (Lewis & Siebold, 1998). However, the application of systems thinking within
organizational structures provides researchers one such framework for more completely
understanding the various interactions between organizational components, their feedback
processes, linear and non-linear relationships, associated timing, and related boundaries and
challenges (Sweeny & Sterman, 2000).
The market competition and need for radical change are just as profound and significant
for higher education organizations. The recent introduction of competency-based education has
radically altered the business model that has successfully existed for decades in the higher
education environment. The increased focus on student outcomes, degree completion, cost
management, and overall relevancy of degrees and sustainability of curriculum, combined with
new state and country campus rating systems (Ebersole, 2015) have forced leaders at all levels of
higher education organizations to achieve more with fewer resources and in shorter amounts of
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time. The immense rates of change, organizational demands, and financial constraints are
placing tremendous amounts of pressure on higher education Information Technology (IT)
leaders and organizations to become key drivers of campus success within an organizational
environment that is typically fractured and decentralized.
It is no surprise that the number one challenge facing CIOs and IT leaders in 2015 was
the ability to address the growing need for agility within their organizations (Stangarone, 2014).
This is no different for higher education IT leaders, whose number one issue in 2016 was the
ability to develop agile approaches to information security, while differentiating, reinvesting, and
divesting campus-wide IT resources (Grajek, 2016). Unlike the stable IT environments of the
early days of technology inception, where single IT departments were focused on integrating
core business functionality on a monolithic IT system, a shift occurred in the 1980s that began to
change IT from a core organizational offering to one that operates as business within a business
(Boynton & Zmud, 1987). This shift not only diversified and distributed IT resources throughout
the organization, but technology uses and acquisition as well. Line and staff managers were
empowered to evaluate, select, procure, and deploy single-purpose IT applications within their
distinct business units. During this time, many organizational units created their own IT
departments because it was perceived as less expensive and less difficult to use. These
distributed IT organizations traditionally implemented narrowly focused and subunit-dependent
business line IT applications while ignoring the coordination costs between various other
business units. This IT economy, or internal free market system of technology procurement, can
be best defined as a loosely-coupled system (Weick, 1976) whereby centralized technology is
required for effective organizational direction and coordination, but at the same time subunit IT
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discretion and control is critical for agile local information processing needs (Boynton & Zmud,
1987).
The bottom line is that neither an IT monopoly nor complete business unit control of IT
resources and direction is the appropriate course for organizational success (Boynton & Zmud,
1987), but a more balanced approach to managing IT resources is required. Core IT
organizations must shift their focus from solely maintaining and supporting core applications to
include the innovation and adoption of new technologies, effectively positioning the IT
organization as a profit center, with a focus on driving the businesses forward (Stangarone,
2014). The suitable IT organization should support an increasingly complex business model yet
effectively respond to organizational changes with great agility while reducing costs (Kastrul,
2008). These goals are just as important for higher education IT leaders. However, beyond the
hypothetical adoption of new technologies and steadfast focus on technological innovation, little
is understood about organizational agility because of mixed theoretical and prescriptive debate
that ensues surrounding the conceptually young nature of agility (Rigby, Day, Forrester, &
Burnett, 2000) and the various “black boxes” of processing between various inputs and outputs
(Luhmann, 2013).
Exploring agility in higher education IT organizations within a systems framework
perspective is valuable for three primary reasons. First, systems theory enables the exploration
of the various relationships, management approaches, and communication processes that exist
within the often highly decentralized and fragmented nature of higher education organizations.
Second, systems theory provides a framework for understanding the interconnectedness and
boundaries between organizations and technology, in particular during times of rapid
transformation occurring in higher education institutions as they attempt to re-conceptualize
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operating structures and technologies. Lastly, systems theory conceptualizes the feedback
mechanisms that occur between sensing and responding, a critical step in understanding and
reacting to the various market changes rapidly occurring in the higher education space.
The purpose of this research is to explore organizational agility within higher education
IT environments through a loosely coupled systems theory perspective. The dissertation outlines
and reviews two fundamentally important theoretical concepts. First, the dissertation describes
the theoretical model of systems theory, which hypothesizes that organizations that achieve a
close alignment between organizational strategy and design have the ability to optimize the total
system rather than sub-optimization (Moon & Kim, 2005) by effectively continuously managing
change with their ability to assess, make sense, mobilize, and redeploy resources (McCann,
2004). Second, the dissertation defines and reviews the theory of loosely coupled systems.
Loosely coupled systems are structures formed with fractured internal and external
environments, which makes them fundamentally difficult to coordinate actions with results
(Orton & Weick, 1990). Loosely coupled systems provide the organizational advantage of
enabling autonomy within an environment that balances the centralization of control with the
independence needed to carry out change (Marcus, 1988).
Within the loosely coupled system framework, the dissertation explores organizational
agility and evaluates the relationships that organizational agility has with two critically important
interrelated concepts. The first concept explores the relationship organizational centralization
has with the amount of agility that exists across the organization, the speed of technology
adoption, and the adoption of defined governance processes and technology standards. The
second concept explores the relationships that exist between leadership focus on innovation and
those same three key elements: amount of agility that exists across the organization, the speed of
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technology adoption, and the adoption of defined governance processes and technology
standards. Additionally, the relationships between organizational centralization and leadership
focus on innovation will be explored.
Literature Review
This dissertation explores the relationships that leadership focus on innovation and
organizational centralization have with three critically important concepts: organizational agility,
speed of technology adoption, and defined governance processes and technology standards. The
study will adopt a systems theory framework, specifically a loosely coupled systems perspective.
Within these theoretical frameworks, organizational agility is explored in depth. First, the
relationships that leadership focus on innovation and organizational centralization have with
organizational agility, speed of technology adoption, and defined governance processes and
technology standards will be explored. Second, the relationships that exist between these two
higher level concepts, leadership focus on innovation and organizational centralization, will be
examined.
Exploring agility in higher education IT organizations within a systems framework is
valuable for three primary reasons. First, because of the highly decentralized and often
fragmented nature of higher education organizations, CIOs and IT leaders need to critically rely
on relationships, management approaches, and communication processes to empower successful
organizational change. Existing organizational social networks can permit even minor decisions
made at the individual or small group level to have a broader impact than what was originally
intended (Granovetter, 1985), ultimately requiring wide-ranging socialization of any new
strategy to successfully effect change across the organization (Lewis & Seibold, 1998). Existing
organizational social systems that facilitate present day collaboration, even those that are
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potentially ineffective, can powerfully maintain prevailing collectively held norms and principles
of information exchange, mutual understanding, and role expectations (Rigby et al., 2000).
Furthermore, divergent goals are not always best resolved by consensus, but through well
thought out communication and relationship strategies that manage differences (Eisenberg, 1984)
with the goal of creating maximum individuality within maximum conformity (Kant as cited in
Becker, 1968). Strong leadership is needed to unify goals and clarify technology strategy
(Murphy & Hallinger, 1984) while creating a shared vision of change and commitment (Lewis &
Seibold, 1998).
Systems theory provides an approach for the examination of these social components and
their relationships to various business processes, such as internal business functions and
organizational decision making strategies. From an organizational exploration perspective,
systems theory offers researchers and practitioners a framework for exploring the relationships
between various business components and processes. The exploration invariably involves
identifying a complex set of subjective interactions and multifaceted conceptualizations of
organizational interactions, which provide guidance and control of physical and social
relationships (Rigby et al., 2000) that may otherwise be difficult to explore. These relationships
can range from power and control affiliations that politicize the environment, enabling and
spawning decision maker alliances (Thompson & McHugh, 2003), to bargaining and negotiating
with indirect employees to permit relationship building and influence (Reed, 1986). Simply put,
no new strategy, no matter how much agreement the stakeholders have, stands a chance of being
implemented fully without someone of power driving it (Kanter, 1983), and understanding the
relationships that exist between these organizational components is crucial. From a practical
perspective, IT leaders must develop and maintain appropriate communication, along with data
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architectures, for both facilitating and integrating the entire organization’s IT products and
services while maintaining the IT related relationships among influential actors (Boynton &
Zmud, 1987). Effective IT leaders must successfully build consensus among subunits regarding
the role of IT within each organizational business unit and that of the entire organization
(Boynton & Zmud, 1987).
Second, agility has a substantial impact on organizational structure. IT management
practices and organizations are contingent upon the role that IT serves within an organization and
the manner by which IT resources are made available to users, in particularly any internal IT
environment (Boynton & Zmud, 1987). Additionally, the adoption of new technologies such as
mobile, cloud, and other rapidly deployable technologies have a dramatic impact on how IT
organizations are structured, operate, and function. At the same time, the introduction of these
technologies in general, sets the often unreasonable expectations that the organization can
continuously react quickly and effectively to changing markets driven by customized products
and services while simultaneously eliminating non-value added activities to keep up with
competitors (Lin, Chiu, & Tseng, 2006; Stangarone, 2014). The challenge is tremendously
complex, in that organizations desiring to embrace agility in one part of the organization must
adopt agility within all areas of their organization in order to completely address the demands of
uncertainty and rapid change (Muduli, 2013).
Systems theory enables the exploration of various organizational components and the
interconnections and boundaries that exists between them. As higher education organizations
attempt to re-conceptualize operating structures in response to declining enrollment numbers and
new budget appropriations in order to survive, systems theory framework not only permits the
understanding of existing component interconnectedness, but also facilitates understanding how
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the components would interact in the future. Systems theory can also help researchers better
understand how automation and integration of technologies within business units and operations
impacts the organizations, such as increasing the demand for hybrid business IT staff (Kastrul,
2008). Additionally, systems theory enables the exploration of the interconnectedness of
traditional higher education organizations and structures with “new” structures and enabling
technologies, such as the online only or hybrid type campus offerings (e.g., the University of
Wisconsin System eCampus or University of Arkansas eVersity), which have little prerequisite
to sustain, transition, or maintain prevailing coursework, curriculum, labs, classrooms, or general
public technology environments.
Third, higher education organizations must be responsive to environmental changes, and
organizational agility further enhances the amount of innovation that an organization can support
and sustain. Outsourcing of both non-value added technologies and staff allows organizations to
reduce costs while at the same time drastically reduce the turn-around time of new technologies
and results (Kastrul, 2008). In higher education institutions, this requires a focused effort on
understanding and responding to environmental changes, strong transparent leadership,
employee empowerment, adaptive organizational design, overall focus on innovation, and
appropriate budget models, at the same time collaborating to leverage technology investments
that reflect the scale and capabilities of the organization. The new competition entering the
higher education space has very little to no capital outlay for the maintenance and upkeep of
conventional campus infrastructures, such as campus buildings and associated traditional IT
infrastructure such as computer labs or campus Wi-Fi. The “younger” or “newer” organizations
have the ability to fund cutting edge technologies that enable them to be more agile from day
one. This creates significant challenges for existing higher education institutions that may be
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forced to not only address a declining budget that is used to maintain existing legacy systems,
but at the same time attempt to fund new innovations that would enable the ability to offer
services that are market leading such as online only instruction or exclusively competency based
curriculum.
In order to be prosperous, higher education organizations must be responsive to market
changes, and there is no doubt that IT will be a key component in enabling the various
organizational adaptations with technological innovations. Systems theory provides a conceptual
framework for identifying and linking the various components that are responsible for sensing
and responding to various environmental triggers. Similar to agility, where organizations aim to
be responsive and agile, systems framework theorizes that feedback or reactions occur between
multiple components of the system (Luhmann, 2013) and this feedback ultimately informs
decision making and enables organizational responsiveness.
In summary, systems theory provides a foundational framework for exploring
organizational agility from the various applicable perspectives, component relationships, their
interconnectedness, and responsiveness. The next section discusses the concepts, history, and
foundational components of systems theory.
Systems Theory
According to McCann (2004), “the adoption of broad systems theory concepts in
management studies has been one of the most significant events in organizational effectiveness
studies over the past 50 years and continues to shape thinking and practice” (p. 43).
Fundamentally, systems theory enables the understanding of four primary concepts (Sweeny &
Sterman, 2000). First, the understanding of behavior of a system arises from the interaction of
agents. Second, systems theory enables the discovery and representation of feedback processes.
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Third, systems theory allows for the identification of various components and the relationships
that exist between them. Fourth, systems theory facilitates the recognition of boundaries and
their related challenges.
Systems theory within an organizational context allows researchers to further explore the
independencies among system units that operate at various levels within the organization
(Stokols, Hall, Taylor, & Moser, 2008). Systems theory enables the study of organizational links
and their representative components within their larger organizational context where it may be
unnecessary or impractical to eliminate silos (Leischow & Milstein, 2006). Systems theory
hypothesizes that the organization’s various departments and groups exist as a dynamic
interrelated whole, wherein changes in one part of the complex system triggers changes in other
parts via a process of constant and active adaption (McCann, 2004). Systems theory, sometimes
referred to as systems thinking, provides a theoretical framework for understanding how
organizations adapt to various conditions and helps to explain the impact these adaptations may
have on the larger organizational context. Researchers Moon and Kim (2005) claim systems
theory conceptually enables the understanding of relationships that exist between input, black
box, and output. From an organizational perspective, systems theory hypothesizes that
organizations that have achieved the closest fit, or alignment, between the larger environment,
their strategy, and their organizational design will be the most effective.
Researchers Leischow et al. (2008), in their theoretical rubric exploring team science in
public health systems, identified four foundational components of systems thinking approaches
shared across all fields and areas of study. First, systems thinking focuses on how new
knowledge is gained, managed, exchanged, interpreted, integrated, and disseminated. Systems
theory enables the exploration of organizational relationships, communication, connectivity,
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collaboration, and knowledge flow within and between various organizational structures
(Leischow et al., 2012). In other words, systems thinking is about exploring and understanding
the complex systems, relationships, and models between people, collections of information, and
concepts. From this perspective, systems thinking is concerned with the management and
transfer of shared knowledge in the form of interactions between stakeholders and various
system level components.
The second foundational component of systems thinking is the emphasis that is placed on
network-centric approaches that encourage relationship building in order to achieve relevant
goals and objectives (Leischow et al., 2008). This network centric component to systems
thinking functions as the backbone to linking diverse stakeholders, individuals, and groups.
Simply put, relationships work or do not work as a function of information sharing and whether
it is communicated effectively. Without effective information and knowledge exchange
occurring throughout the network, social networks and thus systems do not function effectively.
The third foundational component of systems thinking is the capability to constructively examine
and model behaviors and actions including intended and unintended consequences (Leischow et
al., 2008). The goal of systems thinking is to enable better understanding of the system
dynamics and more closely examine the complex adaptive components within the system.
The fourth component of systems thinking is the reconceptualization of traditional topdown management theory to one that is more network centric and participatory (Leischow et al.,
2008). In this new theoretical organizational structure, the workforce is adaptive and learning
oriented, organizing around partnerships and collaborations that enable improvements in
organization structure and function. Although systems thinking attempts to overshadow
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traditional top-down management principles such as comprehensive, centralized, hierarchical
control, it does recognize the need for facilitative leadership roles (Boynton & Zmud, 1987).
In summary, systems thinking provides a generalized theoretical framework for exploring
and modeling dynamic and adaptive networks of interrelated components, including knowledge
transfer and the various associated relationships within and between various organizational
structures and levels, conceptually similar to that of the federal government (Boynton & Zmud,
1987). However, not all environments have a fundamental shared strategy, strong organizational
alignment, rationalized procedures, and common authority. More directly, these strong
organizational structures are typically rare, in particular within educational institutions (Weick,
1976). Within higher education organizations, rationalized practices and completely agreed
upon strategies and organizational goals are difficult to pinpoint and the various integrated
components of systems thinking are often difficult to locate. Similarly, Weick (1976) argues that
not all organizations are structured and managed according to rationalized assumptions, but even
so, they may operate sufficiently similarly, endure throughout time, and can be recognized,
labeled, and explored. From this perspective, these sorts of organizations are best explored from
the loosely coupled systems perspective.
Loosely Coupled Systems
Loosely coupled systems theory is best explained by classifying a set of interconnected
components that are responsive at the general or organizational level, albeit potentially weakly
and intermittently, but operate largely independently at the component level (Weick, 1976). This
independence, created by either physical or logical separation, enables various components to
exhibit individual identities. Orton and Weick (1990) expand on the definition by stating that
loose coupling refers to a set of interdependent elements that vary in number and strength at any
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location in the organization. From a conceptual level, Weick (1976) identifies two commonly
discussed coupling mechanisms: the technical core of an organization and the authority of the
office. Technical coupling components refer to the technology, task, subtask, role, territory and
person elements of an organization. On the other hand, the authority coupling components refer
to positions, offices, responsibilities, opportunities, rewards, and sanctions that exist within an
organization. The strength and amount of coupling between these various technical and
authority components are essentially what holds the organization together, the strength of the
coupling represented by a spectrum that varies from loose coupling to tight coupling.
Theoretically speaking, loosely coupled or tightly coupled systems are not inherently
negative, but represent a spectrum of responsiveness and distinctiveness (Orton & Weick, 1990).
Probert (2014) went so far as to argue that loose coupling can be seen as beneficial because loose
coupling enables conflict to remain isolated, whereas tight coupling permits conflict to spread
broadly (Luhmann, 2013). In addition, it is important to note that both responsiveness and
distinctiveness are critical system components, and the lack of both within one organizational
structure is extremely rare, because both components are fundamental concepts of systems.
Within the spectrum, tightly coupled systems are those that contain precisely prescribed
steps and invariant sequences (Marcus, 1988). This side of the spectrum reflect systems that are
highly responsive but exclude distinctiveness (Orton & Weick, 1990). Loosely coupled systems,
on the other hand, are those systems that have distinctiveness without responsiveness. Loosely
coupled systems are typically causally identified in one of three ways (Orton & Weick, 1990).
One way loosely coupled systems are identified is from causal indeterminacy, or the inability to
coordinate actions with results. Second, loose coupling can be recognized by fragmented
external environments such as geographic dispersion, specialized market niches, and various
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conflicting demands on the systems. Third, loose coupling can be acknowledged by a
fragmented internal environment. As an example, Boynton and Zmud (1987) argued that the
introduction of personal computers within an organization further fractured the internal
technology environment by dispersing information and decision making capabilities widely
throughout an organization.
In general, seven functions are generally associated with loosely coupled systems
(Weick, 1976). First, opportunities exist for components of the system to persist, meaning the
separateness of components enables some items to be preserved beyond the life of other
components. Second, the disconnectedness of items and the independence between them permits
greater sensing capabilities than more singular components. Third, loosely coupled systems
permit location adaptation or agility that would otherwise be difficult to achieve in standardized
structures. Fourth, loosely coupled systems permit more uniqueness, or innovation and diversity,
than tightly coupled systems. Fifth, breakdowns occur in localized environments or within
limited parts of the system and have little effect on other components. Sixth, loosely coupled
systems enable a greater sense of determination and self-efficacy than in tightly coupled systems
where discretion is limited. Seventh, loosely coupled systems lack the expense of tight
coordination and integration, requiring fewer amounts of resources to enable and support the
necessary coupling points.
Despite these identified functions of loosely coupled systems, Weick (1976) firmly states
that simply the perception of unpredictability is not evidence of a loosely coupled system. He
argues that often it is easier to see tightly coupled components and the associated interactions
than to witness components that are less visible and less varying. Furthermore, he argues that
people tend to over rationalize the meaning, predictability, and amount of coupling among the
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various components in a system, often leading them to incorrectly identify tighter coupling
among components than what actually exists.
With these caveats in mind, loosely coupled systems have been identified as an
appropriate theoretical framework to explore and explain IT operations within various
organizations. Boynton and Zmud (1987), in their review of IT planning, characterized IT
environments that are highly decentralized, operate as a free market information economy, and
have significant IT capability and resources within various business units as loosely coupled
systems. Within these environments, Boynton and Zmud (1987) maintain that business unit
managers have the desire, ability, and capability to acquire needed IT resources without any
regard for a centralized IT function. This perspective supports Weick’s (1976) depiction that
loosely coupled systems have components that lack commonality and the components that the
system have in common exist with little coordination. Within a loosely coupled IT organization,
central IT functions simultaneously provide centralized direction and coordination while
recognizing and respecting the increased amount of power and discretion business unit managers
exert (Boynton & Zmud, 1987). In other words, central IT organizations must maintain
responsibility over a pre-negotiated set of core components while relinquishing control of certain
activities and responsibilities to others. Boynton and Zmud (1987) theorize that in these types of
highly distributed IT organizations, central IT functions very much like the federal government,
providing core infrastructure and mechanisms to facilitate the numerous and intertwined
relationships that exist between various entities, with the important purpose to balance
centralization and the efficiencies it enables, with the distributed decision making and the
effectiveness it provides.
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In a Sloan Management Review article nearly a decade later, authors Rockart, Earl, and
Ross (1996) further supported this argument, IT needs to mimic the federal distribution of power,
whereby autonomy is permitted at the local level, but organizational scale is realized. More
recently, organizational scholars and IT leaders refer to this IT optimization with business line
management and organizational strategy as IT governance. Peppard (2016) contends that the
organizational adoption of IT governance strategies successfully fulfills the need of business line
strategies with larger organizational outcomes such as cost containment, scalability, and
information access.
Simply put, neither an IT monopoly nor complete business unit control of IT resources
and direction is the appropriate course for organizational success (Boynton & Zmud, 1987), but a
balanced approach to managing IT resources is needed. Core IT organizations must shift their
focus from exclusively maintaining and supporting core applications to enabling the innovation
and adoption of new technologies, positioning IT as a profit center in totality, focused on driving
the businesses forward (Stangarone, 2014). IT organizations must support an increasingly
complex business model yet respond to organizational changes with great agility while reducing
costs (Kastrul, 2008), and this is particularly important for higher education IT organizations.
The theory of loosely coupled systems provides a fundamental framework for the exploration of
agility within an organizational environment that by the very nature of technology, introduces
causal indeterminacy within a highly fractured internal and external environment.
The loosely coupled systems framework provides a useful starting point to more
completely understanding organizational agility and the two interrelated and important concepts.
First, the theory enables the exploration of organizational centralization and the
interconnectedness it has with the amount of agility within the organizational environment, the
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speed of technology adoption, and the adoption of defined governance processes and technology
standards. Second, the theory facilitates the understanding of the relationships that exist between
leadership focus on innovation and organizational centralization, and the three other key
elements, the amount of organizational agility, the speed of technology adoption and the
adoption of defined governance processes and technology standards. Understanding both the
interconnectedness and relationships that organizational agility has with various organizational
and business components is key to more completely understanding the complexity associated
with agility. The next section of the dissertation begins to further explore the concept of agility
and specifically the application of agility principles within an organization.
Agility
At the highest level, “agility is an enterprise-wide strategy for responding to a
competitive and changing business environment” (Muduli, 2013, p. 56). Agility itself includes
two fundamental processes, the ability to sense and the ability to respond (Javanmardi,
Khabushani, & Abdi, 2012; Overby, Bharadwaj, & Sambamurthy, 2006; Sambamurthy,
Bharadwaj, & Grover, 2003). Although agility within a manufacturing and supply chain
environment is more broadly understood and explored from both theoretical and practical
perspectives (Ngai, Chau, & Chan, 2011), the application of agility within an IT organization is a
relatively new concept that has largely been unexplored. In IT environments, the exploration of
agility relies heavily on the extension and application of existing organizational and workforce
agility concepts as fundamental principles, while incorporating popular press and modern
technologies at the specific technology component level. Consequently, within IT organizations,
agility is most commonly referenced at one of three levels: organizational, workforce, or
technology component.
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Organizational agility. Organizational agility, the first and broadest level of agility, is
defined as the successful exploitation of competitive bases that include speed, flexibility,
innovation, pro-activeness, quality, and profitability through the integration of reconfigurable
resources and best practices in a knowledge-rich environment to provide customer-driven
products and services in a fast-changing market (Yusuf, Sarhadi, & Gunasekaran, 1999). Muduli
(2013) further expands on this definition by adding that agility recognizes change, identifies the
impact on competitiveness, sets out a strategy for becoming proficient at change by adopting the
right structures and processes, embraces the right mindset, and deploys the right sort of
ideological commitment to move forward despite the risks.
Workforce agility. At a more operational level is workforce agility. Workforce agility
is what enterprises and organizations rely on to rapidly adjust organizational staffing to
efficiently respond to unexpected and sudden changes in the environment. Workforce agility is
defined as the “organized and dynamic talent that can quickly deliver the right skills and
knowledge at the right time, as dictated by business needs” (Muduli, 2013, p. 57). Agile
workforces are well trained and flexible and can adapt quickly and easily to new opportunities
and market circumstances, strategically, and with high levels of uncertainty (Glinska, Carr, &
Halliday, 2012; Muduli, 2013).
Technology component. The most granular level of agility within IT organizations is
the particular technology components that are commonly associated with IT agility. The various
concepts and terms of technological agility have gained significant attention in anecdotal and
popular press in recent years. Kontzer (2011) formally defines agility within technological
environments as how organizations handle emerging IT delivery models, while mitigating costs
and introducing new technologies. Several modern-day technologies seemingly define IT agility
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such as virtualization, cloud, mobile, or social to delivery models including Software as a
Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), and shared
services model (Subhankar, 2012).
For the purposes of the dissertation, agility is explored within a systems framework to
identify the roles and relationships that sensing and responding have in the observation and
potential restructuring of sub-optimal forms that exist within organizational systems and
structures (Rigby et al., 2000). The following sections provide a brief history of agility and
identify the various components within organizational agility and their application to IT leaders.
History of agility. The term agility was introduced in the 1950s referring to an aircraft’s
ability to quickly maneuver (Richards, 1996). In the early 1990s, agility was applied to
manufacturing in response to a congressional request to regain competitiveness in U.S.
manufacturing (Javanmardi et al., 2012). Within the manufacturing context, agility refers to a
system with capabilities to meet the rapidly changing needs of the marketplace (Yusuf et al.,
1999). During this time, one of the first measurements of agility was created by Dove (1994)
that identified cost, time, quality, and scope as components of agility in manufacturing. These
specific components were later used in the implementation and management of IT projects to
define and articulate the triple constraint concept, where scope, time, and costs directly influence
quality of the deliverable (Brewer & Dittman, 2010). At a similar time, the term agility was
applied to the broader business context (Muduli, 2013). Here, the goal of agility is to enrich and
satisfy the organizational demand from customers and employees alike (Tseng & Lin, 2011).
Agility within IT organizations was first marginally explored in 2003 in an attempt to
better understand how a business’s IT investments and capabilities influence a firm’s
performance and adoption of processes that enable strategic advantages (Sambamurthy et al.,
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2003). In 2006, the concept of agility was used to better understand the enabling role that
technology can provide organizations (Overby et al., 2006). Both of these explorations occurred
at a time well before the invention of modern cloud computing and even before the introduction
of the iPhone and associated mobile device application stores. The first conceptual study on IT
agility at the component level was conducted in 2010, which resulted in the identification of
three primary high-level technologies that enabled IT flexibility: connectivity, compatibility, and
modularity (Ngai et al., 2011). Even with the introduction and massive growth of mobile
computing in 2007 and more recently, the introduction of cloud computing and SaaS
applications, these original three capabilities continue to provide a firm foundation for IT agility.
Despite the advancement of agility from the manufacturing floor, to supply chain
management, to the business environment, and ultimately to the IT organization, very few
researchers have expanded on the measurement of agility or workforce agility (Gunasekaran,
1999; Muduli, 2013; Vinodh, Devadasan, Reddy, & Ravichand, 2010). With the lack of
empirical research, it is not surprising that agility is often misunderstood or avoided within IT
organizations. Supporting this, Sharifi and Zhang (1999) reported in their study of 1000
companies that just over fifty percent of leadership were aware of various agility principles,
components, and capabilities.
Components of agility. In addition to the marginal exploration of agility, researchers
have not agreed on what components constitute agility given the various applications and levels.
Muduli (2013) argues the components of an agile workforce are: adaptive, flexible,
developmental, innovative, collaborative, competent, fast, and informative. In their work
evaluating agility in corporate enterprises, Ganguly, Nilchiani, and Farr (2009) argue that agility
contains six components: speed/time, cost, responsiveness, flexibility, quality, and customer
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needs. However, Breu, Hemingway, Strathern, and Bridger (2002) argue that agility is:
environmental scanning, responsiveness to change, skill assessment and development, employee
empowerment and autonomy in decision making, information and knowledge areas,
collaboration and virtual organization, business process integration, Information Systems (IS)
integration and workflow, Information and Communication Technology (ICT), and mobile
technology.
At the most basic level, two key components must exist in an agile organization. First,
organizations need to sense or perceive what changes are needed and to understand how change
should occur. Second, agile organizations need to take action on these observations in order to
accommodate needed transformation. Furthermore, researchers and practitioners have argued
that these two components need to exist in harmony with various other organizational structures
and processes in order to support future organizational success and efficiency (Boynton & Zmud,
1987; Marcus, 1988; Wade & Buechel, 2013). The lack of agility creates a complacent, but
potentially highly structured and repeatable, environment whereas too much agility creates a
highly responsive environment, but one that is lacking controls and scalability. In other words,
organizational agility is highly interconnected with various other organizational components,
structures, and processes (Murray & Greenes, 2006).
For the purposes of this dissertation, agility is explored at the organizational level. At
this level, agility is most comprehensively defined as the ability of an organization to perform six
fundamental processes: perceive or sense changes in the environment, process the impact by
transitioning the data into knowledge, respond either pro-actively or reactively to the changing
conditions, align structures or processes to incorporate changes, learn from the experience and
incorporate the knowledge into future opportunities, and show competence that the processes
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work and that information is being shared and acted upon at the appropriate time and appropriate
levels within the organization (Seo & La Paz, 2008).
In summary, agility provides organizations tremendous opportunities to quickly assess
and react to various market conditions and changing business environments, ensuring the
persistent capabilities that enable and support organizational competiveness. However, agility
alone will not create sustainable or highly scalable competitive offerings, commonly associated
with mature “commodity” type offerings or organizational structures such as shared services.
Therefore, organizations must seek opportunities to leverage and scale both organizational and
business commonalities in order to grow, scale, and survive. One major component of this
scalability is centralization of common organizational processes and functions, which is
discussed in the next section.
Centralization
The second theoretical concept explored in this dissertation is centralization.
Centralization, at the most tangible level, refers to an employee’s independence in job decisionmaking and selection (Ahmadi, Fathizadeh, Sadeghi, daryabeigi, & Taherkhani, 2012). Within
the organizational context, centralization and decentralization refer to the flexibility and
independence in a unit’s ability to independently make decisions that directly affect their
business by means of how much control and flexibility they have with the various staff members
and teams and associated reporting structures (Worley & Lawler, 2010). Bititci, Turner, and Ball
(1999) resolutely state that those managing the business units understand best the competitive
position and necessary strategies for success. In IT-specific organizations, IT centralization and
decentralization refers to a continuum of employee alignment within a central IT organization
(Tiwana & Konsynski, 2010). On the highly-centralized side of the spectrum, all IT employees,
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despite areas of focus, report within a single IT organization, typically led by an individual
referred to as the Chief Information Officer (CIO). On the other side of the spectrum, highly
decentralized refers to an organizational structure with a small number of employees reporting to
a single IT leader, and a large number of employees reporting to various distributed business
units and associated leadership.
In highly centralized IT environments, all IT employees report within one single
organization. These employees typically have a strong focus on a particular technical subject
matter area, managed by leadership that typically has advanced technical competencies and
knowledge of the respective area. In less mature organizations, IT staff are entirely focused on
maintaining operations and have little involvement and engagement with the specific business
units. In more mature organizations, IT may leverage staff and organizational structures to
become more aligned with the business units so that trust is built and critical work is prioritized.
On the decentralized side of the spectrum, IT employees would be described as reporting
to the various business lines or departments, aligned with a specific business unit functions,
performing IT tasks under the direction of their respective business unit leaders. This concept of
direct alignment within the organizational business unit would enable the business unit to be
highly agile and innovative in their IT services and technology deliveries. In the highlydecentralized model, sometimes referred to as a distributed model in higher education
institutions, IT employees report to leadership within their specific school, department, or
business unit, and employees focus more broadly on various technical areas, but possess a strong
understanding of the specific business unit needs. In these decentralized models, employees are
typically led by business unit leaders who have an increasing level of knowledge with the
business operations and processes side than technical or IT specific knowledge. It is noteworthy
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that even in highly decentralized models, an organizational IT unit typically continues to exist as
a central IT group, but normally performs very specific institutional-wide functions, such as
networking, telephones, and data center management.
From an organizational perspective, centralization has been negatively associated with
agility (Ahmadi et al., 2012). The general premise is that strategically differentiating processes
should exist in an environment without rigorous, one-size-fits-all processes, and that these
competitive differentiators should be aligned with local units that derive the direct respective
benefits (Wade & Buechel, 2013). Within an IT organization, decentralization enables agility by
allowing local IT departments to recognize important business unit trends, opportunities, and
problems that may be overlooked, go unnoticed, or lack prioritization by a centralized IT
department (Sambamurthy & Zmud, 2000). Decentralization enables local IT staff to quickly
reprioritize and realign their work in order to address the specific needs that may otherwise go
unaddressed (Tiwana & Konsynski, 2010). The general theory is that if information is widely
distributed and known only by select business units, those units and associated staff members
must be empowered in order to facilitate agility (Alavi, Wahab, Muhamad, & Shirani, 2014;
Scott, 2006). Ahmadi et al. (2012) supports this argument by reporting that decentralized
decision-making was one component to completing the enhancement of workforce agility.
Additionally, Alavi et al. (2014) identified a significant positive correlation between
decentralization of decision-making and workforce agility.
H1:

IT organizational centralization within higher education institutions is negatively
related to the amount of organizational agility that exists.

Although previous research has indicated that linear relationships exist between
organizational centralization and agility, an alternate view postulates the relationship is
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curvilinear rather than linear. Boynton and Zmud (1987), Marcus (1988), and Wade and
Buechel (2013) argue that organizational structure and processes need to exist in harmony,
suggesting that neither complete business control nor total IT organizational centralization is the
appropriate structure in promoting agility.
RQ1: Does IT organizational centralization within higher education institutions have a
curvilinear relationship with the amount of organizational agility that exists within
the organization?
Similar to the impact decentralization has on empowering organizational agility, Tiwana
and Konskynski (2010) found that organizational centralization was negatively related to the
adoption of new technologies. They found that new technologies or requests for application
changes simply never reached central IT’s priority list in highly centralized IT organizations.
H2:

IT organizational centralization within higher education institutions is negatively
related to the speed of technology adoption.

Similar to the above belief that neither complete business unit control or total IT
organizational centralization is suitable for organizational success, it is proposed that the
relationship between organizational centralization and speed of technology adoption could be
curvilinear rather than linear. One would suspect that speed of technology adoption would occur
most optimally when a balance of organizational centralization exists rather than in highly
centralized or decentralized organizations.
RQ2: Does IT organizational centralization within higher education institutions have a
curvilinear relationship with the speed of technology adoption within an
organization?
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Organizational success not only requires the ability to sense and respond to changing
market conditions and the willingness to leverage organizational scale and efficiencies associated
with common or shared offerings, but success also requires that organizations seek out, evaluate,
and implement novel ideas. The next section reviews the concept of innovation and the
relationships it has with the above-mentioned components of organizational success.
Leadership Focus on Innovation
The third theoretical concept explored in this dissertation is leadership focus on
innovation. The concept of leadership focus on innovation is the process by which organizations
and leadership enable employees of an organization to be open to, receptive to, and capable of
exploring new ideas (Hurley & Hult, 1998). Swanson and Ramiller (2004) define IT innovation
as collecting and interpreting information from the environment, comprehending the data to
make informed decisions, pursuing and deploying hardware or software, and finally, integrating
the new routines with legacy systems and processes.
Employees who are empowered to innovate, who explore new ideas, examine and learn
new technologies, and have opportunities to put new technologies into practice, have the greatest
impact on organizational agility. Innovative employees contribute to improving not only the
overall agility of an organization, but the overall performance level of the firm as well
(Kamhawi, 2012). Lin (2011) found that the adoption of cutting edge technologies, such as
electronic human resource management tools, positively affects organizational agility and the
ability to build and maintain innovative competitive advantages. Similarly, a 2005 study that
used the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) framework to explore Malaysian manufacturing
firms discovered that fundamental technology innovation, adoption, and acceptance had the
strongest effects on organizational agility (Zain, Rose, Abdullah, & Masrom, 2005).
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Although leadership focus on innovation can be a rather ambiguous concept representing
the organizational perspective of vision and culture, another potential measure represents the
financial perspective of the organization. In this financial model, innovation is represented by
the percent of budget allocated to exploring, researching, and testing new IT systems and
processes versus what is allocated to simply operate or grow the business. “Run, grow,
transform” is a budgeting framework that refers to the concept of managing an IT budget in three
specific expense categories (Vaes, 2013). The budget category of run refers to the general dayto-day expenses that keep the IT infrastructure running, sometimes referred to as “Stay in
Business” budget. The run category of the budget refers strictly to the amount of budget
allocated to keep things afloat or sometimes called the budget floor. Organizations that have a
large portion of their budget allocated to run category are simply surviving with little to no
innovation taking place. The run budget category is typically the last budget category affected
by any significant budget cuts, but in the recent turbulent times in higher education, the year over
year budget cuts may have even significantly reduced these base budgets as well.
Grow refers to the category of budget set aside to extend existing IT services to new areas
or expand their capabilities. Grow budgets are typically tied to an organization’s strategic
initiatives such as expanding wireless coverage or making small incremental changes to existing
systems (Vaes, 2013). These budget categories provide opportunities for some restructuring and
potential opportunities for deferral in times of significant budget constraints, but are typically not
seen as funding set aside with the specific purpose of innovation.
Transform, or transformative budgets, on the other hand, are suggestive of the budget
category that reflects the exploration and adoption of innovative new technologies that radically
and fundamentally change and enhance the capabilities IT can provide. The transform budget
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category refers to the amount of budget allocation set aside for innovative and new projects.
This category of budget typically contains the most amount of discretion and the least amount of
financial accountability.
H3:

Leadership focus on innovation within a higher education institution is positively
related to the speed of technology adoption.

Additionally, Lin and Lin (2010) argue that appropriate management and organizational
structures are key for promoting individual creativity and encouraging innovation. From an
organizational standpoint, current theoretical perspectives suggest that decentralized decision
making is a critical component for supporting innovation (Ash & Goslin, 1997).
H4:

Leadership focus on innovation within a higher education institution is negatively
related to IT organizational centralization within a higher education institution.

Additionally, one could suspect that the speed of technology adoption within an
organization and IT organizational centralization could have a curvilinear relationship with
leadership focus on innovation. Within higher education organizations, leaders are required to
balance significantly fewer organizational innovation capabilities than traditional corporate
organizations. This limited spectrum of opportunities would imply that even highly innovative
higher education organizations must strictly balance extremely limited finances and
organizational resources with the demands of operating the institution with the desires of
proactively seeking innovations.
RQ3: Does leadership focus on innovation within a higher education institution have a
curvilinear relationship with the speed of technology adoption?
RQ4:

Does leadership focus on innovation within a higher education institution have a
curvilinear relationship with IT organizational centralization?
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As a baseline, the 2012/13 Educause core data set of higher education institutions reflects
that on average, 79% of campus IT budgets are spent within the run category, 13% within the
grow category, and 6% within the transform category (Katsouros, Piret, Sparrow, Theron, &
Weil, 2014). Comparing this to the 2013 Gartner IT Key Metrics Data for all industries, the
average spent in the run category was 65% of their budgets, 20% in the grow category, and 15%
in the transform category (Gartner, 2012).
Agility is about innovating and the ability to learn and respond quickly (Dove, 1994) with
the appropriate amount of available resources, financial resources being one key identifier.
Organizations with their entire budget allocated in the run and grow budget categories, have very
little resources, if any, available to dedicate towards the transform category, which is positively
related with innovation and organizational agility. On the opposing side of the spectrum,
organizations that have flexibility in their budgets, reflected in the amount of available funding
in the transform category of budget, have significantly more latitude in empowering employees
to innovate, ultimately fostering organizational agility. Higher education institutions are unlike
traditional businesses that may derive up to 70% of their revenue from their research and
development opportunities, or the transform category of their budget (Porodzinsky, 2014).
However, one thing is clear: strategic IT investment enables a firm to be more agile (Lu &
Ramamurthy, 2011).
H5:

Leadership focus on innovation within a higher education institution is positively
related to the amount of agility that exists across the organization.

Similar to the above hypotheses and research questions, it is possible that the relationship
between leadership focus on innovation and the amount of agility that exists within the
organization is curvilinear rather than linear. The overall perspective is that although higher
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education organizations can be agile, they typically have significant amounts of resources tied to
sustaining existing systems and processes, introducing artificial ceilings to even the most
innovative of organizations.
RQ5:

Does leadership focus on innovation within a higher education institution have a
curvilinear relationship with the amount of organizational agility that exists within
the organization?

In addition, systems theory perspective hypothesizes that highly centralized organizations
have fundamental standards in place. These important and adopted standards support and create
the core infrastructure for the effective organization operation, while enabling local information
processing (Boynton & Zmud, 1987).
H6:

IT organizational centralization within higher education institutions is positively
related with the adoption of defined governance processes and technology
standards.

Similar to the above research questions regarding curvilinear relationships with
organizational centralization, it is proposed that the relationship between organizational
centralization and the adoption of infrastructure standards and services is curvilinear. One could
suspect that IT organizational centralization must exist in harmony with the larger and likely
more complex university organizational structure and this balance of structure and power would
impact the adoption of infrastructure standards and services.
RQ6: Does IT organizational centralization within higher education institutions have a
curvilinear relationship with the adoption of defined governance processes and
technology standards?
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Kastrul (2008) argues that organizations desiring to support a complex and changing
landscape of business need to recognize the benefits of creating scalable and routine processes
and standards to more efficiently enable innovation while controlling costs. This operating
approach would indicate that organizations that are increasingly focused on being innovative
would be more inclined to leverage scalable core business infrastructure.
H7:

Leadership focus on innovation within a higher education institution is
positively related with the adoption of defined governance processes and
technology standards.

Lastly, one could speculate that the relationship between an organization’s leadership
focus on innovation and the adoption of identified governance process and standards would be
curvilinear rather linear. The general concept is that organizational focus on innovation needs to
exist in harmony with any defined standards in order to influence and support creativity within
the organization.
RQ7: Does leadership focus on innovation within a higher education institution have a
curvilinear relationship with defined governance processes and technology
standards?
The next section discusses the method used to explore these various hypotheses and
research questions.
Method
Overview
This study explores the relationships organizational agility has with two key
empowerment related concepts: organizational centralization and leadership focus on innovation.
For the purposes of exploring these concepts, the Educause 2015 Core Data Services (CDS)
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survey data set is utilized (Educause, 2015) with permission granted by the Educause
organization (See Appendix A). Educause is the premier non-profit association of higher
education IT leaders and professionals committed to advancing higher education by helping
those who lead, manage, and use information technology to shape their campus’s strategic IT
decision at every level (Educause, n.d.a). The Educause CDS survey data set is the appropriate
instrument for this study because the study’s existing sample population of higher education
organizations directly reflects the desired study population.
Participants
The Educause CDS survey has been conducted annually since 2002 (Lang, 2016), and the
2015 data includes data from 822 participant institutions both within and outside the United
States. Educause solicits participation in the survey initially through a single primary campus
representative, traditionally the highest-ranking IT leader on campus, who maintains and pays for
the campus Educause membership fee. The responsibility for completing the various sections of
the annual survey is typically handed down to various individuals within that central
organization such as assessment or budget officers, with the capability to further delegate various
survey components to assorted subject matter experts. The 2015 data set gathered data by way
of 172 primary questions throughout eight modules: (a) IT Organization, Staffing, and
Financing, (b) Support Services, (c) Educational Technology Services, (d) Research Computing
Services, (e) Data Centers, (f) Communication Infrastructure Services, (g) Information Security,
and (h) Information Systems and Applications.
822 responses were included in the dataset. 193 responses represented doctoral
institutions (23.5 percent), 223 represented master’s level organizations (27.1 percent), 160
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baccalaureate (19.5 percent), 149 associate (18.1 percent), and 97 specialty institutions (11.8
percent).
748 institutions reported data on the number of full-time equivalent students. Of these,
the average number of student FTE reported was 8918 students (M = 8918.70, SD = 9865.71).
409 institutions reported campus financial data for IT, and the average campus total IT budget
for these respondents was $18,847,386 (M = 18,847,386.8, SD = 42,117,901.3).
Procedures
The Educause CDS survey data set provides an ideal starting point for exploring the
research topics of agility, centralization, and leadership focus on innovation within higher
education institutions. Educause members represent over 1,800 colleges and universities focused
on exploring and addressing higher education IT challenges (Educause, n.d.b). Historically,
Kenneth Green’s The Campus Computing Project Survey was touted as the largest continuing
study (Green, n.d.), however, this is no longer the case. Although the study still appears to be
conducted, the last publicly available data from the study was published in 2010, contained only
523 survey respondents, and focused solely on American higher education institutions.
Upon receiving permission from Educause to use the data set, a formal request for
approval from the UW-Milwaukee campus Institutional Review Board (IRB) was sought with
the objective to receive formal certification that the study was not engaged in human subjects
research. Upon evaluation, the campus IRB made the determination that the research did not
constitute human subjects research and a full IRB review was not necessary (See Appendix B).
Measures
Control variables. Three control variables are included in the study that could
potentially influence the various other variables being explored. The first control variable is the
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peer higher education group, represented by five different institution types in the Educause data:
associate, baccalaureate, master, doctoral, and other or specialty institutions. Because peer
higher education group is a nominal variable, the variable was dummy coded within SPSS. The
baseline group was determined to be the master’s peer group, which is reflective of the majority
of Educause CDS participants (Field, 2005). The second control variable was the number of
full-time equivalent students within the institution. The third control variable was the total
campus IT budget comprised of both operating, capital, and other expenses within the entire
institution, including both central and distributed IT units. This variable was calculated from the
Educause survey response variable representing central IT’s total budget and distributed IT’s
total budget.
Agility. An existing framework by Seo and La Paz (2008), which defined organizational
agility as a set of six interrelated components or processes, provides the foundation for exploring
and aligning agility components within the Educause CDS data. The six organizational agility
components identified by Seo and La Paz are: perception, processing, responding, aligning,
learning, and competencies. Perception, or sensing, is the ability to receive either strong or weak
data from internal and external sources. Processing refers to the ability to create knowledge out
of the data in order to make informed decisions. Responding refers to the ability to quickly and
appropriately act on knowledge. Aligning is the ability to re-evaluate and re-align existing
processes and resources to adopt the new business processes. Learning refers to the ability to
build on experiences and reapply the knowledge to address future challenges. Lastly,
competencies refer to the knowledge about the market and the processes between internal and
external partners that support the agile processes. Because the Educause CDS survey does not
expressly evaluate organizational agility, a five-step process was used to identify components
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and structures of agility. First, the Seo and La Paz (2008) framework for organizational agility
was outlined and defined as a foundational framework for defining six dimensions of
organizational agility.
Second, the author closely examined the Educause CDS survey instrument to identify
survey components that closely align with each of the various dimensions of organizational
agility. Because the Seo and La Paz framework of organizational agility along with the measures
within the Educause CDS survey have not been closely examined and validated for the purposes
of exploring organizational agility within a higher education IT organization, the researcher
initially assessed the specific Educause survey question (component) fit within the organizational
agility framework based on face validity (See Appendix C). Face validity is a common approach
which allows researchers to advance arguments that a particular measurement identifies with
what it was intended to measure (Reinard, 2008).
Third, for the purposes of ensuring content validity, an expert panel of communication
faculty and IT practitioners reviewed the initial assignment of Educause CDS survey questions
within the organizational agility framework. Content validity is used to help ensure that the
selection and alignment of the various Educause CDS survey questions are accurately assigned
to the agility components they are intended to measure (Churchill, 1979). Ambiguities and
disagreements related to survey questions assignments within particular framework dimensions
were discussed and resolved. Fourth, transformations were conducted to convert the threeexisting text-based scales into numerical values. Lastly, one question in the survey was asked in
reverse direction and the Likert-type scale was reverse-coded for this variable to ensure that
forthcoming tests for statistical reliability would not be affected (Field, 2005).
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Fifth, an exploratory factor analysis with Varimax rotation was conducted to evaluate the
hypothesized model fit. In general, factor analysis allows researchers to explore concepts that
have many facets or groups of different variables representing higher level dimension (Field,
2005). Factor analysis allows researchers to identify the maximum amount of common variance
using the smallest number of dimensions. In this specific case, exploratory factor analysis
enabled researchers to explore loosely or ill-defined latent constructs and underlying structures
among a set of variables in a data set (Jung, 2013) and thus attempt to reduce a large number of
variables into a small number of items referred to as factors. Varimax rotation was used, as it
attempts to broaden the number of factors identified by attempting to load a smaller number of
variables onto each factor (Field, 2005). The 2015 Educause data set contains over 800
responses, which exceeds Comrey and Lee’s (1992) and Tabachnick and Fidell's (2001) target
sample size of 300 for exploratory factor analysis.
Although a confirmatory factor analysis may appear to be a better mechanism to validate
model fit, in particular with existing measurement standards, the lack of previous research on
organizational agility, and specifically the examination of potential untested factors within the
existing Educause CDS data set, calls for statistical tests that are more investigatory
(Lichtenstein et al., 2008). Exploratory factor analysis allows researchers to test new scales with
factor loadings that can be much more flexible. Once the scale and measures are validated via an
exploratory factor analysis, future research could leverage the confirmatory factor analysis.
With regard to this particular study, the emergent factor structure was evaluated for
loading at a minimal level because of the investigative nature of exploratory factor analysis. A
factor loading at a minimum of .298 is considered acceptable when more than 300 samples are
being evaluated (Stevens, 1992). Additionally, the potential for high loadings of constructs and
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lack of cross loading would further support construct validity. The resultant factor structure was
compared against the hypothesized six-dimensional framework of organizational agility.
The emergent factor structure resulted in five components, with all factors loading greater
than .39 (See Appendix D). No distinct factor for perception or processing emerged, but the
items converged within one factor and were ultimately combined, representing perception and
processing. In summary, seven survey items comprised the factor perception and processing,
four for responding, four for aligning, five for learning, and nine for competencies. Table 1
outlines the factor loadings, eigenvalue, percentage of variance explained, and Cronbach’s alpha.
Construct reliability, or item convergence, was measured via Cronbach’s alpha, which is
a widely-used measure of internal item convergence (Streiner, 2003). Cronbach’s alpha enables
researchers a method to determine whether deleting a particular variable in the construct would
increase the overall reliability (Thao, 2012). A minimum Cronbach’s alpha threshold of 0.6 is
considered acceptable because of the exploratory nature of the construct (Straub, Boudreau, &
Gefen, 2004). In all emergent factors, the Cronbach’s alpha was higher than .82.
IT centralization on campus. The proportion of campus IT centralization was
calculated in two ways via existing data collected in the Educause CDS survey. The first method
identified the proportion of IT centralization based on the number of full time equivalent staff
within each organization. Data computations occurred in SPSS and calculated the proportion of
“Total FTE” in central IT and that of decentralized IT staff, referred to in the Educause CDS data
set as “IT Staff FTE outside of central IT,” by dividing the number of “Total FTE” in central IT
by the sum of both “Total FTE” in central IT and “IT Staff FTE outside of central IT.”
The second method to identify the proportion of IT centralization was to calculate budget
expenditures. Similar to above calculations, data transformation occurred in SPSS and
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calculated the proportion of “Total IT expenditures” in central IT and that of decentralized IT,
referred to as “IT expenditures outside of central IT,” by dividing the number of “Total IT
expenditures” in central IT by the sum of both “Total IT expenditures” in central IT and “IT
expenditures outside of central IT.”
Following this, a correlation analysis was conducted between both proportions, FTE and
expenditures, to evaluate if they are statistically related and can be combined, or if they are
statistically distinct and require discrete evaluations. A statistically significant positive
correlation was revealed, r (389) = .784, p < .001, representing a large effect size (Cohen, 1992),
and ultimately these two proportions were combined via their average.
Speed of technology adoption. The speed of campus technology adoption directly used
the Educause CDS survey question which asked, “What was your institution’s preferred overall
approach to adopting technology?” Data transformations were conducted to convert the text
based scales (last to adopt, after our peers, pace with our peers, where we saw exceptional
benefits, and among the very first) into numerical values corresponding and aligning with speed
of technology adoption.
Defined governance processes and adoption of technology standards. Defined
governance processes and adoption of technology standards were measured directly using two
Educause survey questions. The first question inquired if the campus IT governance process
creates a campus-wide view of technology standards and services. This question was also
answered with a Likert-type scale that was converted into numerical values. The second
question (i.e., does central IT maintain any service portfolio catalogs, and if so, are they solely
for central IT, or do they include distributed IT as well?) represents the investigation of adoption
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of technology standards. This three-item Likert-type scale (no, yes distributed IT not included,
yes, includes distributed IT) was converted into numerical values (0, 1, 2).
Similar to above variable examination, a correlation analysis was conducted between
both variables to evaluate if they are statistically related and can be combined, or if they are
statistically distinct and require discrete evaluations. A positive correlation was revealed, r (797)
= .137, p < .001, reflecting a small effect size according to Cohen (1992) and ultimately these
two variables were not combined.
Leadership focus on innovation. Leadership focus on innovation was explored via two
discrete measures. First, the study explored the concept of leadership focus on innovation from
the institutional budgeting perspective. The budgeting concept of identifying financials within
the run, grow, and transform category directly relates to two existing survey components on the
Educause CDS survey. These two survey components focus on the percentage of organizational
expenditures in these three categories across two higher level budget groupings, operational and
capital budgets. The direct measurement in the Educause survey reflects the proportion of
budget allocated to innovation in both the operating and capital expenditures of the campus.
Once again, a correlation analysis was conducted between both variables to evaluate if
they are statistically related and can be combined, or if they are statistically distinct and require
discrete evaluations. A positive correlation was revealed, r (485) =.292, p < .001. According to
Cohen (1992), this reflects a medium effect size and ultimately these two variables were not
combined.
The second method by which leadership focus on innovation was explored was from an
organizational vision and culture perspective. Similar to the above factor analysis, the author
closely examined the Educause CDS survey instrument and identified 11 survey components via
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face validity that closely represented the concept of leadership focus on innovation. Following
this, an expert panel reviewed the components from a content validity perspective. The existing
Likert-type responses for the various questions were converted into numerical values and an
exploratory factor analysis with Varimax rotation was conducted to evaluate the hypothesized
model that the variables survey questions represented a single component. Principal component
analysis with Varimax rotation revealed a single-factor structure, with all factors loading .79 or
higher, explaining 71.30% of the variance, and Cronbach’s alpha was .96, which was acceptable
for the type of analysis being performed (Field, 2005). Ultimately, these 11 survey components
were combined into one variable, representing leadership focus on innovation from an
organizational vision and culture perspective. Example questions include: “The organization has
developed, communicated, and invested in clear support strategies. Explicit learning budgets
exist and innovation time is built into schedules,” and “A focus on innovation drives the vision
of the organization which is explicitly linked to students’ needs. Participants at all levels can
articulate the vision.” Table 2 shows the factor loading, eigenvalue, percentage of variance
explained, and Cronbach’s alpha.
Data Analysis
All predictor variables — leadership focus on innovation from an organization vision and
culture perspective, transform capital budget, transform operating budget, and the newly
converged IT centralization proportion — were mean-centered by subtracting the sample mean
from each measurement to ensure that estimated effects are always within range of the data being
explored (Hayes, Glynn, & Huge, 2012). In addition, the two non-dummy coded control
variables, student FTE count and total campus IT budget, were also mean-centered. Lastly, the
four variables that were being explored from a curvilinear perspective were squared: leadership
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focus on innovation from an organization vision and culture perspective, transform capital
budget, transform operating budget, and the newly converged IT centralization proportion.
Prior to conducting the data analysis, the data were examined for participant
nonindependence. The goal was to better understand the potential influence various higher
education state systems have with the associated institutional responses and to ensure that there
was independence in the responses (Field, 2005). 15 higher education systems within the United
States and their associated 124 member institutions were identified as study participants and
were coded as classes within SPSS. These higher education systems have been identified in
Table 3. A statistical test was run on each study variable to check for nonindependence. All
study variables reflected variations among the means. Correlations were extremely low, .246 for
the converged variable of IT centralization and less than .103 for the remainder of the study
variables. The correlations have been identified in Table 4. Independence of the higher
education system member institutions had been established.
Additionally, a correlation analysis of study variables was conducted. Three strong
correlations were discovered. Leadership focus on innovation from a vision and organizational
culture perspective had a strong positive correlation with the organizational agility factor of
learning, r (618) = .894, p < .01. The organizational agility factor of aligning had a strong
positive correlation with defined governance processes, r (797) = .763, p < .01. Lastly, student
FTE had a strong positive correlation with total campus IT budget, r (372) = .713, p < .01. The
entire correlation table has been included in Table 5.
The analysis of data for all seven hypotheses was explored via quantitative methods using
regression analysis conducted via SPSS. Regression analysis enables researchers to understand
patterns of variability among variables and to make accurate predictions of the relationships
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among them (Winer, Brown, & Michels, 1991). Further, regression analysis enables researchers
to identify the predictive relationships that exist between the independent variables and their
impact on the dependent variables.
For the purposes of testing the various hypotheses, regression analysis aims to enable a
clearer understanding of the expected changes in the dependent variable because of observed or
induced changes in the independent variable (Pedhazur, 1997). Regression analysis is an
appropriate method for examining, at a high level, the relationships that exist between variables.
Because several existing theoretical outcomes have been identified between the study variables,
researchers are able to cautiously predict interactions between independent variables and the
expected changes in dependent variables. For this particular study, regression analysis allows
the theoretical exploration of variables that exist within a sample population of higher education
IT organizations.
Four sets of regression analyses were conducted to test the study’s hypotheses and
research questions. The first set of five regression analyses predicted the five identified factors
of agility from linear organizational centralization, quadratic organizational centralization, linear
leadership focus on innovation, and quadratic leadership focus on innovation. This set of
regression analyses explored H1, RQ1, H5, and RQ5.
The second set of one regression analysis predicted the speed of technology adoption
from linear organizational centralization, quadratic organizational centralization, linear
leadership focus on innovation, and quadratic leadership focus on innovation. This regression
analysis investigated H2, RQ2, H3, and RQ3. The third set of one regression analysis
investigated H4 and RQ4, and predicted organizational centralization from linear leadership
focus on innovation and quadratic leadership focus on innovation.
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The fourth set of two regression analyses tested H6, RQ6, H7, and RQ7, and predicted
the adoption of defined governance processes and technology standards from linear
organizational centralization, quadratic organizational centralization, linear leadership focus on
innovation, and quadratic leadership focus on innovation. In summary, the study has four
outcome variables: agility, speed of technology adoption, organizational centralization, and
defined governance processes and adoption of technology standards.
Results
A series of simultaneous multiple regression analyses were performed to understand the
relationship between leadership focus on innovation, organizational centralization, and three
critically important interrelated concepts: organizational agility, speed of technology adoption,
and defined governance processes and technology standards.
Prediction of Organizational Agility Factors
The first set of regression analyses explored H1, RQ1, H5, and RQ5 and consisted of
running five distinct regression tests to explore the five emergent factors of organizational
agility.
Prediction of organizational agility factor of perception and processing. The
combination of variables to predict the organizational agility factor of perception and processing
from linear organizational centralization, quadratic organizational centralization, linear
leadership focus on innovation, and quadratic leadership focus on innovation was statistically
significant, F (14, 114) = 1.983, p = .025. The beta coefficients are presented in Table 6. The
adjusted R2 value was .097. This indicates that approximately 10% of the variance in the
organizational agility factor of perception and processing was explained by the model.
According to Cohen (1992), this is a small effect size. Note that one control variable, the
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dummy variable representing doctoral institutions, significantly predict the organizational agility
factor of perception and processing when all variables are included, β = .295, p = .024.
When specifically evaluating H1, the predicted negative relationship between
organizational centralization and the agility component of perception and processing, the
hypothesis was not supported, β = .321, p =.103. Additionally, no support was discovered for
RQ1, which examined whether the relationship was curvilinear, β = .062, p = .714. In addition,
when evaluating H5, leadership focus on innovation predicting the agility component of
perception and processing, the hypothesis was partially accepted. One linear regression,
leadership focus on innovation from organizational vision and culture perspective, was
statistically significant, β = .265, p =.036. On the other hand, H5 was not supported from the
two additional components representing the financial perspectives of leadership focus on
innovation, specifically transformative operating budget, β = -.059, p =.664, and transformative
capital budget, β = .074, p =.665. Finally, no support was discovered for RQ5, which examined
whether the relationship between leadership focus on innovation and the organizational agility
component of perception and processing was curvilinear.
Prediction of organizational agility factor of responding. The combination of
variables to predict the organizational agility factor of responding from linear organizational
centralization, quadratic organizational centralization, linear leadership focus on innovation, and
quadratic leadership focus on innovation was statistically significant, F (14, 114) = 2.625, p =
.002. The beta coefficients are presented in Table 7. The adjusted R2 value was .151. This
indicates that approximately 15% of the variance in the organizational agility factor of
responding was explained by the model. According to Cohen (1992), this is a small effect size.
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When explicitly evaluating H1, the predicted negative relationship between
organizational centralization and the agility component of responding, the hypothesis was not
accepted, β = .054, p =.775. Additionally, no support was discovered for RQ1, which examined
whether the relationship was curvilinear, β = .029, p = .861. In addition, when assessing H5,
leadership focus on innovation predicting the agility component of responding, the hypothesis
was partially accepted by one of the linear regressions, leadership focus on innovation from
organizational vision and culture perspective, β = .436, p < .001. However, the other two
components representing the financial perspective, transformative operating budget, β = .165, p
=.208, and transformative capital budget, β = .006, p =.969, did not provide support for H5.
Finally, curvilinear leadership focus on innovation from an organization vision and culture
perspective provided moderate support for RQ5, β = -.321, p =.007 (see Figure 1). The agility
factor of responding was highest at moderate levels of leadership focus on innovation from a
culture and vision perspective. The other two financial components that examined RQ5 provided
no support for a curvilinear relationship between leadership focus on innovation and the
organizational agility component of responding.
Prediction of organizational agility factor of aligning. The combination of variables to
predict the organizational agility factor of aligning from linear organizational centralization,
quadratic organizational centralization, linear leadership focus on innovation, and quadratic
leadership focus on innovation was statistically significant, F (14, 185) = 6.447, p < .001. The
beta coefficients are presented in Table 8. The adjusted R2 value was .277. This indicates that
approximately 28% of the variance in the organizational agility factor of aligning was explained
by the model. According to Cohen (1992), this is a large effect size.
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Specifically, when evaluating H1, organizational centralization predicting the agility
component of aligning, the hypothesis was not accepted, β = .228, p =.118. Additionally, no
support was discovered for RQ1, which examined whether the relationship was curvilinear, β =
.131, p = .336. In addition, when evaluating H5, leadership focus on innovation predicting the
agility component of aligning, the hypothesis was partially accepted by leadership focus on
innovation from organizational vision and culture perspective, β = .510, p < .001, and from the
curvilinear transformative operating budget, β = -.203, p = .019, where the agility factor of
aligning was highest when transformative operating budget was moderate (see Figure 2).
However, the other financial component of transformative capital budget provided no support for
the hypothesis, β = .120, p = .350. Lastly, with regards to RQ5, which examined the curvilinear
relationship between the organizational agility component of aligning and leadership focus on
innovation, no additional support was provided other than the supporting variable mentioned
above, the transformative operating budget.
Prediction of organizational agility factor of learning. The combination of variables
to predict the organizational agility factor of learning from linear organizational centralization,
quadratic organizational centralization, linear leadership focus on innovation, and quadratic
leadership focus on innovation was statistically significant, F (14, 181) = 50.983, p < .001. The
beta coefficients are presented in Table 9. The adjusted R2 value was .782. This indicates that
approximately 78% of the variance in the organizational agility factor of learning was explained
by the model. According to Cohen (1992), this is a large effect size. Note that two control
variables, the dummy variable representing the “other” peer higher education group and
baccalaureate institutions significant predict the organizational agility factor of learning when all
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variables are included. Beta coefficients for these respective predictors were: β = .080, p = .029;

β = .095, p = .025.
When directly evaluating H1, organizational centralization predicting the agility
component of learning, the hypothesis was not accepted, β = -.004, p =.963. Additionally, no
support was discovered for RQ1, which examined whether the relationship was curvilinear, β =
.015, p = .844. In addition, when evaluating H5, leadership focus on innovation predicting the
agility component of learning, the hypothesis was partially supported by leadership focus on
innovation from organizational vision and culture perspective, β = .847, p < .001. However, the
other two financial components of transformative capital budget and transformative operating
budget provided no support for the hypothesis. Lastly, with regards to RQ5, which examined the
curvilinear relationship between the organizational agility component of learning and leadership
focus on innovation, no support was provided by any of the components.
Prediction of organizational agility factor of competencies. The combination of
variables to predict the organizational agility factor of competencies from linear organizational
centralization, quadratic organizational centralization, linear leadership focus on innovation, and
quadratic leadership focus on innovation was statistically significant, F (14, 114) = 2.468, p =
.004. The beta coefficients are presented in Table 10. The adjusted R2 value was .138. This
indicates that approximately 14% of the variance in the organizational agility factor of
competencies was explained by the model. According to Cohen (1992), this is a medium effect
size.
When expressly evaluating H1, organizational centralization predicting the agility
component of competencies, the hypothesis was not accepted, β = .346, p = .072. Additionally,
no support was discovered for RQ1, which examined whether the relationship was curvilinear, β
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= .202, p = .227. In addition, when evaluating H5, leadership focus on innovation predicting the
agility component of competencies, the hypothesis was partially accepted by leadership focus on
innovation from organizational vision and culture perspective, β = .382, p = .002. However, the
other two financial components, transformative capital budget and transformative operating
budget provided no support for the hypothesis. Lastly, with regards to RQ5, which examined the
curvilinear relationship between the organizational agility component of competencies and
leadership focus on innovation, no support was provided by any of the components.
Prediction of organizational agility factors summary. In summary, the relationships
between the five distinct factors of agility and the four predictive components of linear
organizational centralization, quadratic organizational centralization, linear leadership focus on
innovation, and quadratic leadership focus on innovation were examined. Institutions reported
higher scores on the agility factor of perception and processing when leadership focus on
innovation was higher, and when the institution was a doctoral (as opposed to a master’s)
institution.
Institutions also reported higher scores on the agility factor of responding when
leadership focus on innovation was higher. In addition, institutions reported that the agility
factor of responding was highest when innovation focus is moderate (as opposed to high or low).
Institutions also reported higher scores on the agility factor of aligning when leadership focus on
innovation was higher, and when the transformative operating budget was moderate (as opposed
to high or low). Institutions further reported higher scores on the agility factor of learning when
leadership focus on innovation was higher, and when the institution peer group was either
baccalaureate or other as opposed to a master’s institution.
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Lastly, institutions reported higher scores on the agility factor of competencies when
leadership focus on innovation was higher. Overall, all five identified factors of agility were
reported higher when leadership focus on innovation was high.
Prediction of Speed of Technology Adoption
To explore the second set of hypotheses and research questions: H2, RQ2, H3, and RQ3,
a similar simultaneous multiple regression analysis was performed. The combination of
variables to predict the speed of technology adoption from linear organizational centralization,
quadratic organizational centralization, linear leadership focus on innovation, and quadratic
leadership focus on innovation was statistically significant, F (14, 185) = 6.979, p < .001. The
beta coefficients are presented in Table 11. The adjusted R2 value was .296. This indicates that
approximately 30% of the variance in the speed of technology adoption was explained by the
model. According to Cohen (1992), this is a large effect size. Note that one control variable, the
dummy variable representing doctoral institutions significant predict the speed of technology
adoption when all variables are included. Beta coefficients for these respective predictors were:

β = -.294, p =.002.
When directly evaluating H2, organizational centralization predicting the speed of
technology adoption, the hypothesis was rejected, β = -.157, p =.277. Additionally, no support
was discovered for RQ2, which examined whether the relationship was curvilinear, β = -.004, p
= .976. In addition, when evaluating H3, leadership focus on innovation predicting the speed of
technology adoption, the hypothesis was partially accepted by leadership focus on innovation
from organizational vision and culture perspective, β = .464, p < .001. However, the other two
financial components, transformative capital budget and transformative operating budget,
provided no support for the hypothesis. Lastly, with regards to RQ3, which examined whether a
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curvilinear relationship exist between the leadership focus on innovation and speed of
technology adoption, no support was provided by any of the components.
Prediction of speed of technology adoption summary. In summary, institutions
reported higher speed of technology adoption when leadership focus on innovation was higher.
In addition, when the institution was doctoral, they reported slower speeds of technology
adoption, as opposed to a master’s institution.
Prediction of Organizational Centralization
A similar simultaneous multiple regression analysis was performed to explore the third
pair of hypothesis and research question: H4 and RQ4. The combination of variables to predict
organizational centralization from linear leadership focus on innovation and quadratic leadership
focus on innovation was statistically significant, F (12, 188) = 40.725, p < .001. The beta
coefficients are presented in Table 12. The adjusted R2 value was .704. This indicates that
approximately 70% of the variance in the IT organizational centralization was explained by the
model. According to Cohen (1992), this is a large effect size. Note that two control variables,
the dummy variable representing doctoral institutions and the total campus IT budget, significant
predict IT organizational centralization when all variables are included. Beta coefficients for
these respective predictors were: β = -.356, p < .001; β = -.491, p < .001.
Specifically, when evaluating H4, leadership focus on innovation having a negative
relationship with centralization, the hypothesis was not supported. Unexpectedly, the
transformative capital budget subcomponent of leadership focus on innovation was statistically
significant in the positive direction, opposite of what was predicted, β = .180, p = .026. The
other financial component, transformative operating budget and the leadership focus on
innovation from the organizational vision and culture perspective provided no statistically
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significant support. Additionally, the transformative capital budget had a statistically significant
curvilinear relationship with organizational centralization, β = -.213, p = .006 (see Figure 3)
providing support for RQ4, which examined whether a curvilinear relationship exists between
the leadership focus on innovation and centralization. The relationship reflected that IT
centralization was highest when transformative capital budget was moderate. This was the only
component that provided support for a curvilinear relationship, while the other financial
component of transformative operating budget along with organizational vision and culture
perspective did not.
Prediction of organizational centralization summary. In review, institutional
centralization was higher when transformative capital budget was larger. In addition, a
curvilinear relationship between transformative capital budgets and centralization was found,
meaning that centralization was highest when the transformative capital budget was moderate (as
opposed to high or low). Also, institutions reported lower levels of organizational centralization
when the institution was doctoral as opposed to masters. Finally, institutions reported lower
levels of centralization when the institution had larger total campus IT budgets.
Prediction of Defined Governance Processes and Adoption of Technology Standards
The fourth set of two simultaneous multiple regression analyses evaluated H6, RQ6, H7,
and RQ7 and predicted defined governance processes and adoption of technology standards from
linear organizational centralization, quadratic organizational centralization, linear leadership
focus on innovation, and quadratic leadership focus on innovation.
Prediction of defined governance processes. The combination of variables to predict
the adoption of defined governance processes from linear organizational centralization, quadratic
organizational centralization, linear leadership focus on innovation, and quadratic leadership
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focus on innovation was statistically significant, F (14, 186) = 5.245, p < .001. The beta
coefficients are presented in Table 13. The adjusted R2 value was .229. This indicates that
approximately 23% of the variance in the adoption of defined governance processes was
explained by the model. According to Cohen (1992), this is a medium effect size.
When directly evaluating H6, organizational centralization predicting defined governance
processes, no statistically significant support was found. Beta coefficient for the organizational
centralization predictor was: β = .117, p = .435. Also, with regards to RQ6, which examined
whether a curvilinear relationship exists between organizational centralization and defined
governance processes, no support was provided. When directly evaluating H7, two components,
leadership focus on innovation from the organizational vision and culture perspective, β = .371,
p < .001, and the curvilinear transformative operating budget, β = -.245, p = .006, which
indicated that defined governance processes were highest when transformative operating budgets
were moderate, supported the hypothesis (see Figure 4). The other financial component of
transformative capital budget provided no support. In addition, when evaluating RQ7, whether
the leadership focus on innovation had a curvilinear relationship with defined governance
processes, the one financial component mentioned above, transformative operating budget,
provided the only statistically significant support.
Prediction of technology standards. The second and last simultaneous multiple
regression explored the combination of variables to predict adoption of technology standards
from linear organizational centralization, quadratic organizational centralization, linear
leadership focus on innovation, and quadratic leadership focus on innovation was statistically
significant, F (14, 185) = 4.579, p < .001. The beta coefficients are presented in Table 14. The
adjusted R2 value was .201. This indicates that approximately 20% of the variance in the
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adoption of technology standards was explained by the model. According to Cohen (1992), this
is a medium effect size.
When directly evaluating H6, organization centralization predicting technology
standards, no statistically significant support was found. Beta coefficients for the organizational
centralization predictor was β = -.289, p = .061. Also, with regards to RQ6, which examined
whether a curvilinear relationship exists between organizational centralization and adoption of
technology standards, no support was provided. When directly evaluating H7, one component,
transformative capital budget was significant, β = .361, p = .006, supporting the hypothesis. The
other financial component of transformative operating budget and the leadership focus on
innovation from the organizational vision and culture perspective provided no statistically
significant support. In addition, when evaluating RQ7, whether the leadership focus on
innovation had a curvilinear relationship adoption of technology standards, no support was
discovered.
Prediction of governance processes and technology standards summary. To recap,
institutions reported higher scores on defined governance processes when leadership focus on
innovation was higher. Also, institutional defined governance processes were highest when
transformative operating budget was moderate (compared to high and low budgets). Lastly,
institutions reported that the adoption of technology standards was highest when transformative
capital budget was high.
Hypotheses and Research Summary
This section summarizes the dissertation hypotheses and research questions. No support
was found for H1, H2, H4, or H6. H3 and H5 were partially supported by the leadership focus
on innovation subcomponent of organizational vision and culture perspective. In addition, this
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same subcomponent provided support for the area of H7 that represented adoption of governance
processes. Lastly, the leadership focus on innovation subcomponent of transformative capital
budget provided statistically significant support for predicting the adoption of technology
standards. The summary hypotheses findings are presented in Table 15.
With regard to the research questions, no curvilinear relationships were found for RQ1,
RQ2, RQ3, and RQ6. A curvilinear relationship between transformative capital budget and IT
organizational centralization provided partial support for RQ4. In addition, partial evidence was
found supporting a curvilinear relationship between the organizational vision and culture
subcomponent of leadership focus on innovation and the responding component of agility along
with the transformative operating budget and the aligning component of agility in RQ5. Lastly, a
curvilinear relationship was found between the transformative operating budget subcomponent of
leadership focus on innovation and the adoption of governance processes in RQ7. The summary
research question findings are presented in Table 16.
Discussion
This section provides an overview of the dissertation. Contributions to organizational
agility and innovation research will be discussed. Theoretical and practical implications will be
highlighted. Study limitation and future research suggestions will be shared. Finally, a summary
will be provided.
Contributions to Organizational Agility and Innovation Research
Organizational agility. The first concept explored in this paper was organizational
agility. Organizational agility at the basic level is the ability to sense and respond. However,
beyond these fundamental principles, organizations must not only make sense of the data they
collect, but apply it in such a way that aligns or enhances existing processes and organizational
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structures, while at the same time enabling a continuous learning or improvement step. This
sensing and responding requires the fundamental component of communication. At the
foundational level, communication is required to drive the organizational direction and adjust
course, whereas at the operational level, communication is needed for employee and
departmental interaction and consensus building. It is with this premise that the research applied
a comprehensive framework of organizational agility theorized by Seo and La Paz (2008) that
asserted organizational agility comprises six dimensions: perceive, process, respond, align, learn,
and show competence.
With the desire to more clearly understand and explore organizational agility within
higher education IT organizations, an existing data set focused solely on these organizations was
studied. The initial step of this research study carefully and critically identified a select number
of survey variables from the existing Educause CDS survey dataset and aligned these variables
with the appropriate dimension of organizational agility by face validity. Later, these survey
components and associated agility dimensions were expertly verified via content validity.
Following this, an exploratory factor analysis was conducted to verify fit and reliability. These
outcome factors, or dimensions of agility, were incorporated as the fundamental stepping stone
to this research, in particular when exploring the two empowerment related theories,
centralization and leadership focus on innovation and their relationships to organizational agility,
speed of technology adoption, and defined governance processes and technical standards.
Unexpectedly, not all six components of organizational agility were identified in the
factor analysis, ultimately with two components (perception and processing) converging within
one factor. Fundamentally, these two components of perception and processing vary solely in
the ability to make sense of the data or knowledge. Perception, at the basic level, simply
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involves the reception and collection of raw signals or data points. Processing transitions these
raw signals into compressible knowledge that can be acted upon. Upon reexamination of the
Educause survey questions representing both factors, it is reasonable to understand why no
distinction could be drawn. During the initial phase of assigning questions to a particular factor,
special care was paid to distinguishing the concept of data, raw unprocessed noise, from the
concept of knowledge, or the interpretation of data into information and the storing and acting
upon it. Given the increased attention and awareness of these distinctions by the author and
expert panel, a clear delineation appeared to be drawn early in the process. However, from an
untrained perspective, and likely more importantly, the overall intent implied from the question
set, no likely distinction could be drawn between the questions targeting data and those targeting
knowledge. On a positive and influential note, the study confirmed the existence of various
factors associated with organizational agility. Additionally, the study identified a baseline set of
valid survey questions. This research confirms that organizational agility is broader and more
multifaceted than simply sensing and responding.
Organizational centralization. The second concept explored in this dissertation is the
centralization of resources. The concept of centralization refers to the scope of independence in
decision making capabilities. Within an organizational setting, decentralization refers to the
independence of decision making not only within an organizational structure, but one that is
typically more directly aligned with specific business unit functions. Existing research on
centralization supports the theory that decentralized organizations are more agile (Alavi et al.,
2014; Scott, 2006) and accepting of new technologies and innovation (Tiwana & Konsynski,
2010) because they can quickly sense and respond to problems that are otherwise overlooked by
a large central organization (Sambamurthy & Zmud, 2000). Additionally, highly centralized
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organizations have been positively associated with the adoption of core infrastructure, such as
defined governance processes and technical standards (Boynton & Zmud, 1987).
Despite the widely-held perspective that organizational centralization is related to
organizational agility, technology adoption, and defined governance processes and standards,
surprisingly, none of these predictions were supported in this study. Organizational
centralization was neither statistically related with the five identified factors of organizational
agility, the speed of technology adoption, nor the adoption of defined governance processes and
technical standards. However, the study does provide evidence that organizations do not
necessarily make determinations based on whether they are centralized or decentralized, but the
decisions are based on higher-order strategy involving organizational vision and leadership. In
the case of higher education IT organizations, it appears that organizational leaders make
decisions surrounding their desire to be innovative and this focus, either from an organizational
vision and culture perspective or from various budgeting perspectives, impacts not only
organizational agility, speed of technology adoption, and defined governance processes and
technical standards, but also, although slightly, how centralized the organization is. This
research confirms that leadership focus on innovation does impact organizational agility, speed
of technology adoption, and the adoption of defined governance processes and technology
standards.
Leadership focus on innovation. The third concept explored in this dissertation was
leadership focus on innovation. Leadership focus on innovation hypothesizes that employee
empowerment and organizational vision and culture strongly contribute to organizational agility.
Empowered employees focused on being innovative and cutting edge, which strongly contributes
to organizational agility (Kamhawi, 2012). Results from this study support this premise.
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Leadership focus on innovation from the organization vision and culture perspective was
statistically significant in predicting all five components of organizational agility.
Additionally, leadership focus on innovation hypothesizes that leadership enables an
organization to be open and receptive to new technologies by empowering employees to explore
new ideas and implement new technologies. Within this dissertation, this finding was supported.
Once again, organizational leadership focus on innovation from an organizational vision and
culture perspective statistically predicted speed of technology adoption.
Moreover, existing research supports the concept that innovation, although crucial for
organizational success, heavily relies on institutional financial support and organizational vision.
Organizations that are focused on innovation leverage defined standards and processes to
streamline core operations while enabling and further encouraging innovation. This dissertation
found that leadership focus on innovation from the subcomponents of organizational vision and
culture and curvilinear transformative operating budgets supported defined governance processes
while the subcomponent of transformative capital budgets supported adoption of technology
standards. In simpler terms, leadership focus on innovation from an organizational vision and
day to day budgeting processes predicted defined governance processes, while larger, longer
range capital budgets predicted the adoption of organizational IT service catalogs or technical
standards.
Furthermore, research indicates that institutional support for innovation is funded by
extremely volatile budgets. During periods of economic slowdowns, organizations focus more
on maintaining core IT infrastructure and the associated staff, in many ways contracting the
organization and becoming more centralized, than on empowering business unit organizations to
explore and enhance technologies that enable competitive advantages. Although existing
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evidence suggests organizations that have the financial capabilities and desire to support
innovation are less centralized (Mathiassen & Pries-Heje, 2006), predicting a negative
relationship between innovation focus and centralization, the evidence uncovered in this study
suggests that the opposite occurs. Organizations that reported higher amounts of innovation
focus, based on long term financials, reported higher amounts of centralization. Remarkable
however, this finding provides supporting evidence that Morgan’s (2004) IT paradox may be at
play. Meaning, that although organizations desire to be innovative, during times of financial
crises, they actually constrict, streamline, and sustain core organizational structure and prioritize
critical infrastructure investments rather than truly empower the individual business units with
staff and financial flexibility (Ash & Goslin, 1997; Lin & Lin, 2010).
Contributions to the study and exploration of leadership focus on innovation are the
broadest reaching. In general, the impact of leadership focus on innovation from the
organizational culture and vision perspective was most impactful, predicting all five factors of
organizational agility, the speed of technology adoption, and defined governance processes.
Similar to the above contributions, the discovery and identification of defined and validated
innovation questions that represent organizational vision and culture perspective, ultimately
provide a monumental stepping stone for the understanding and measurement of innovation.
Theoretical Implications
Three important theoretical implications can be drawn from this dissertation. First, the
dissertation provides support for the agility framework developed by Seo and LaPaz (2008),
which defined six components of organizational agility: perception, processing, responding,
aligning, learning, and competencies. Within this dissertation, the agility components of
perception and processing converged within one component rather than the theorized two. As
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mentioned above, this may have potentially occurred because of the distinctions drawn between
these two components by the expert panel which were ultimately not observed by the survey
participants. However, even with this discovery, the proposed organizational agility framework
and associated survey questions, which were shown to be valid and reliable, provides initial
starting points for future investigations of organizational agility.
Second, although organizational centralization was widely believed to be a strong
predictor of not only organizational agility, but the speed of technology adoption and the
adoption of defined governance processes and technical standards, the findings from this
research did not support these conceptions. However, an important theoretical contribution is
highlighted with this discovery. The results indicate that leadership focus on innovation is a far
better predictor of not only organizational agility, speed of technology adoption, and the
adoption of defined governance processes and standards, but of organizational centralization as
well. This would hypothesize that although organizational centralization may appear to be
tightly coupled with these various innovation and agility outcomes, potentially from the visibility
organizational boundaries and relationships have within an organization, other factors are at play
that are less visible, such as overall organizational vision and culture. This further supports
Weick’s (1976) theoretical belief that individuals are far more willing to incorrectly attribute
tight coupling of system inputs and outputs than those that are less visible.
The last theoretical implication is the discovery of the broad impact leadership focus on
innovation has. The study identified a series of survey questions that were ultimately shown to
be valid and reliable in exploring leadership focus on innovation from a converged perspective
representing organization vision and culture. Furthermore, that this organizational vision and
culture perspective was widely linked to predicting organizational agility, speed of technology
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adoption, defined governance processes, and including IT organizational centralization. This
discovery insinuates that organizational vision and culture could potentially have a more
impactful effect on linking of the components than the previously held belief of decisions
surrounding organizational structure. Simply put, these findings challenge the existing
perspective that organizational centralization is strongly associated with organizational agility
(Ahmadi et al., 2012), speed of technology adoption (Mathiassen & Pries-Heje, 2006), and the
adoption of defined governance processes and technology standards (Boynton & Zmud, 1987).
Practical Implications
Several practical implications can be drawn from the study. First, high-level
organizational strategy and vision can significantly predict various components associated with
organizational agility, speed of technology adoption, defined processes and technical standards,
in addition to the organizational structures. This supports the belief by Goduscheit (2014) that
organizational innovation requires champions, gatekeepers, and promoters to successfully drive
change and innovation throughout an enterprise. A significant practical implication is the need
for clear articulation and widespread promotion of the overall innovation vision and strategy.
This could be accomplished at the organizational level by including the desired focus in the
mission and vision statements of the organization and within various organizational and
departmental strategic plans. Furthermore, at a more operational level, various supporting
components could be included in departmental and staff goal development and performance
management practices. This practical approach is further reinforced in the Educause survey
questions representing innovation, such as: innovation drives the vision of the organization,
innovation has a shared sense of purpose, innovation is encouraged, teams expect to innovate,
leader prioritize innovation, etc. From this perspective, the successful and clear articulation of
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the organizational vision and goals surrounding innovation could not only ultimately impact
organizational team members’ understanding of the organizational mission and vision, but the
adoption of broader processes and concepts associated with innovation.
A second practical implication is that although the leadership focus on innovation
subcomponent of culture and vision perspective can predict organizational agility, speed of
technology adoption, and defined governance processes and technology standards, this
subcomponent was not significant when predicting organizational centralization, but a different
subcomponent was. The subcomponent of transformative capital budget was a statistically
significant predictor of organizational centralization, although in a direction opposite of the one
hypothesized. In addition, the curvilinear transformative capital budget was even more
statistically significant at predicting organizational centralization. The practical outcome is that,
although broadly speaking, leadership focus on innovation successfully predicts various
components of agility and technology adoption, organizational centralization was more
significantly predicted, in the opposite direction than what was hypothesized, from the capital
budget perspective than the vision and culture perspective. While this further supports Orton and
Weick’s (1990) concept of loosely coupled system perspective, the applied concept further
highlights impact on organizational structure. Even further, it provides partial support for the IT
paradox in three ways (Morgan, 2004). First, that organizational centralization is more
significantly predicted by financial circumstances regarding innovation rather than the
articulation of innovation vision and culture and creating an organizational that can promote and
sustain the necessary activities. Second, this may further support or influence the perspective
that organizational centralization is driven by motives other than the desire to be innovative and
agile, but those that reflect power and control affiliations (Thompson & McHugh, 2003). Third,
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that although organizations are increasing the innovation budget from the financial perspective,
they’re constricting the flexibility from the organizational structure perspective. In the end, these
practical implications further challenge the various IT leadership roles responsible for building a
cohesive organization that balances the independence of local structures with those more rigid,
higher-level organizational frameworks, often associated with loosely coupled systems (Orton &
Weick, 1990).
Lastly, and related to the above findings, the third practical implication is that despite the
existing findings that organizational centralization predicts not only agility (Ahmadi et al., 2012;
Wade & Buechel, 2013), but speed of technology adoption (Mathiassen & Pries-Heje, 2006) and
defined governance processes and technology standards (Kastrul, 2008), this research did not
support this concept in higher education organizations. The practical implication is that despite
the importance, interest, and clear visibility associated with the various spectrums of
organizational reporting structures, they don’t necessarily predict organizational innovation and
agility. This finding heightens the need for leadership to more carefully understand, interpret,
and manage employee expectations and needs with those of the organization. More specifically,
it reinforces the need for leaders to be cognizant of the employee perspective of “What’s in it for
me?” by which leaders need to focus on building a climate of trust and ensuring positive
communication to see adoption of organization vision and goals (Vakola, 2014). Leaders not
only need to articulate the benefits of organizational agility and innovation adoption from the
organizational perspective, they need to articulate these benefits from the employee perspective
as well. This concept is even more important in a loosely coupled system, such as higher
education IT organizations, whereby multiple and sometimes contradictory leadership roles and
organizational goals exist. In these situations, employees need to more completely understand
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and acknowledge sometimes more broad, peculiar, or loosely associated relationships,
responsibilities, and reporting structures than those that exist in traditionally tightly bound
enterprises.
Limitations
This study has several limitations. First, although agility is well understood as having
two fundamental core principles, sensing and responding, little agreement exists in the definition
and application of agility principles within various environments. For the purposes of this study,
a conceptual framework consisting of six organizational agility components was used to explore
data within an existing survey data set. This limitation was diminished by not only utilizing face
validity to identify appropriate measures, but expert reviews to ensure content validity.
However, in the end, the existing survey data set was not necessarily designed to measure and
explore the core components of this research, the six dimensions of organizational agility. This
limitation could have impacted the discovery of only five of the six organizational agility
components.
Second, despite the vastness and depth of the Educause CDS data, there are some specific
limitations that exist with the data. First, the data is self-reported by members of their respective
organizations that have chosen to participate in the Educause community and data collection
processes. Although Educause members and nonmembers are able to participate in the yearly
survey, there is a self-inflicted floor to the data set. This floor could be introduced because an
institution may be unable to afford the yearly Educause membership fee and thus do not actively
participate in the community and lack an understanding of the yearly survey processes and steps.
Or the institution may be aware of the process, but lack the willingness to complete the
additional steps needed to participate as a non-member. Second, Educause does warn that the
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report focuses heavily on central IT organizations and that data on distributed resources and
funding allocations remain elusive (Lang, 2016). This limitation was lessened somewhat by
excluding pairwise cases when exploring each of the specific statistical calculations. Lastly, care
must be taken to recognize that the Educause survey approach relies on an organization
nominating a single person to oversee the survey data collection for the specific institution and
these individuals usually report up to the CIO. Although campus representatives can reassign
specific sections of the survey to various colleagues throughout the organization, the primary
module used for collecting core budget and staffing information, along with the speed of
technology adoption, will likely be completed by a staff member that typically reports through
the central IT organization. Because of this, it should be noted that some form of social
desirability bias could be introduced or in some cases, responses may not accurately or directly
relate to an organizational wide view of agility, but rather a centralized view. Despite these
limitations regarding the data and survey method, the existing survey data does provide a direct
representative sample of higher education IT organizations.
Third, limitations exist from a statistical standpoint. First and foremost, although
regressions are predictive and enable the understanding of variance, they do not prove causations
(Field, 2005; Pedhazur, 1997). Special care should be taken to avoid making assumptions
between which variables came first, causal relationships between the variables, or the exclusion
of confounding variables not under the study control. Second, the study was not an experimental
design, but an exploration of an existing data set hypothesized by a theoretical model of
organizational agility. Third, the use of exploratory factor analysis is only a first step in
understanding and identifying a theoretical framework and this concept should be further
explored by confirmatory factor analysis in similar and more robust studies in future research.
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Despite these limitations, the study attempts to accurately explore the highlyunderstudied field of organizational agility and related employee empowerment concepts within
an established theoretical framework. This research provided the first step in identifying the
high-level components of agility and future research should expand on the findings with more
rigid statistical measures and experimental designs. The next section will propose future
research.
Future Research
Several interesting findings can be drawn from this dissertation necessitating future
empirical examinations. First, the study identified several measures for the various components
of organizational agility. Future research should explore these measures from a confirmatory
factor analysis perspective. A similar examination should be conducted for the leadership focus
on innovation subcomponent of vision and culture perspective set of questions.
Second, the examination of agility within higher education IT organizations is simply a
small sliver of the tremendously vast network of loosely coupled organizations and institutions.
The exploration of these various other markets that represent loosely coupled systems or
organizations would further enhance the knowledge of organizational agility and the drivers for
success. Some of the more prevalent organizational structures worthy of consideration could
include research and innovation centers such as pharmaceutical drug companies, technology
focused organizations such as software and hardware manufactures, and consumer technologies.
Other research opportunities certainly exist in the healthcare field, such as medical care,
innovation and treatment discovery, and patient client technologies. Lastly, other research
opportunities certainly exist within the public sector, including local, state, and federal
government.
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Lastly, organizational agility, speed of technology adoption, and the adoption of defined
governance processes and standards represent unscientific and very loosely defined terms that
allow for wildly different interpretations. Future research should begin to narrow down
graduated and adopted scales or measures for these specific components. As agility becomes
more important for future organizational success and survival, a standardized measurement scale
or maturity model for innovation is instrumental in organizations determining their unbiased
perspective of organizational attainment and opportunities for improvement.
Conclusions
Four conclusions can be drawn from this study. First, five of the six dimensions of
organizational agility were identified and quantified within the existing Educause CDS data set.
The Educause data set revealed a close alignment between the exploratory factors and related
survey questions within the proposed six-dimensional framework of organization agility, with
one small delineation in that the organizational agility factors of perception and processing
converged within one component. Although a six-dimensional framework of organizational
agility would have provided a more detailed picture of the relationships that potentially exists
between organizational agility with centralization and leadership focus on innovation, the fivecomponent framework still provided an excellent perspective to explore and understand the
topics at hand.
Second, the dissertation provided the first opportunity to explore relationships that exist
between leadership focus on innovation, organizational centralization, and three theoretical
concepts: organizational agility, the speed of technology adoption, and defined governance
processes and technical standards. Surprisingly, the research did not provide support to the
theory that organizational centralization is negatively related with organizational agility.
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Additionally, although somewhat counterintuitive, prior research indicates that organizational
centralization is negatively related to the speed of technology adoption. Unfortunately, these
findings were not supported in this research. Organizational centralization was not statistically
related to the speed of technology adoption. Furthermore, organizational centralization was not
determined to be related to defined governance processes and adoption of technical standards.
Third, this dissertation provided the first opportunity to explore the relationships that
exist between leadership focus on innovation and three concepts: organizational agility, the
speed of technology, and defined governance processes and technical standards. Quite
remarkably, leadership focus on innovation had statistically significant positive relationships
with all five components of agility. Also, as expected, a positive relationship exists between
leadership focus on innovation and the speed of innovation. It was also hypothesized that
leadership focus on innovation would positively predict defined governance standards and this
was supported by two perspectives, leadership focus on innovation from the organizational
vision and culture perspective and the curvilinear transformative operating budget. Finally, the
adoption of technical standards, or service catalog adoption was positively predicted by
transformative capital budget.
Fourth, this dissertation explored the relationship that exists between leadership focus on
innovation and IT organizational centralization. It was expected that a negative relationship
would exist between leadership focus on innovation and the proportion of IT centralization,
however findings suggested the opposite occurs. Meaning, that as the focus of innovation from
a long term financial perspective increases, the proportion of IT organizational centralization
increased as well, providing partial support for the IT paradox (Morgan, 2004).
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In summary, this dissertation evaluated the relationship that leadership focus on
innovation and organizational centralization has with three critically important concepts:
organizational agility, speed of technology adoption, and defined governance processes and
adoption of technical standards. Although IT organizational centralization was not a strong
predictor of any of these three concepts, leadership focus on innovation proved to be.
Additionally, leadership focus on innovation predicted IT organizational centralization, albeit in
a way opposite than what was hypothesized.
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Figure 1. Curvilinear relationship that exists between leadership focus on innovation culture and
vision and the organizational agility factor of responding.
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Figure 2. Curvilinear relationship that exists between transformative operating budget and the
organizational agility factor of aligning.
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Figure 3. Curvilinear relationship that exists between transformative capital budget and
organizational centralization.
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Figure 4. Curvilinear relationship that exists between transformative operating budget and
defined governance processes.
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Table 1
Educause survey component factor loadings
Original Factor
Factor 1
Factor 2
Factor 3
Factor 4
Factor
Assignment
Perception & Responding Aligning
Learning
Competencies
Processing
PerceptionQ1
0.75
PerceptionQ2
0.76
PerceptionQ3
0.80
PerceptionQ4
0.70
ProcessingQ1
0.58
ProcessingQ2
0.65
ProcessingQ5
0.39
RespondingQ3
0.68
AligningQ6
0.74
CompetenciesQ5
0.73
CompetenciesQ6
0.75
AligningQ1
0.84
AligningQ2
0.91
AligningQ3
0.90
AligningQ5
0.82
RespondingQ5
0.82
AligningQ4
0.82
LearningQ1
0.80
LearningQ2
0.84
LearningQ3
0.85
ProcessingQ3
0.62
ProcessingQ4
0.55
RespondingQ1
0.63
RespondingQ2
0.69
RespondingQ4
0.51
CompetenciesQ1
0.71
CompetenciesQ2
0.49
CompetenciesQ3
0.70
CompetenciesQ4
0.62
Eigenvalue
3.76
2.99
3.26
3.68
4.16
Percentage of
variance explained
12.97
10.31
11.25
12.68
14.33
Cronbach’s alpha
.83
.82
.92
.90
.85
Note. Principal Component Analysis. Varimax rotation with Kaiser Normalization.
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Table 2
Innovation question factor loadings
Survey Question
Factor 1
1. The organization has developed, communicated and invested in clear
support strategies. Explicit learning budgets exist and innovation time is
built into schedules. (m1q11_5_4_2015)
0.83
2. Senior leaders recognize the importance of a growth mindset, and regularly
take public risks in pursuit of bold outcomes. This willingness to take risks
is recognized and celebrated. (m1q11_5_1_2015)
0.84
3. The organization has established agreed-upon processes to promote, support,
and reward innovation, which are communicated clearly and consistently.
(m1q11_4_2_2015)
0.85
4. Vision: A focus on innovation drives the vision of the organization which is
explicitly linked to students’ needs. Participants at all levels can articulate
the vision. (m1q11_1_1_2015)
0.87
5. Purpose: Innovation efforts have a clear, shared sense of purpose. Strategies
are developed, documented and implemented with the learning benefit being
shared across the organization. (m1q11_1_2_2015)
0.86
6. Permission: Innovation is explicitly encouraged, celebrated and studied
across the organization. All members of the organization feel empowered to
design and try new approaches. (m1q11_1_3_2015)
0.88
7. Routine: Teams expect to innovate continually and have a developed clear,
shared routines for doing so, which are continually iterated upon and
improved, as needed. (m1q11_1_4_2015)
0.85
8. Urgency: Leaders not only explicitly prioritize innovation, but they establish
clear expectations and timelines as the basis for making organizational
progress. (m1q11_1_5_2015)
0.86
9. Trade-offs: Innovation is frequently prioritized in decision-making because
it is a strong organizational value. Trade-offs that make innovation possible
are transparent and explicitly shared (m1q11_1_6_2015)
0.83
10. Champion: Leaders at multiple levels of the organization champion and are
held accountable for creating environments that promote innovation, risktaking and new approaches. (m1q11_2_3_2015)
0.79
11. Team: The organization consistently invests in its capacity to innovate and
broadly communicates this value. Leaders are held accountable to develop
their teams’ capacity to innovate. (m1q11_3_1_2015)
0.84
Eigenvalue
7.84
Percentage of variance explained
71.30
Cronbach’s alpha
.96
Note. Principal Component Analysis. Varimax rotation with Kaiser Normalization.
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Table 3
15 United States higher education systems and count of institutional participation
Higher Education System
Count of
Institutional
Participation
City University of New York (CUNY)
1
University System of Ohio
9
California State University
14
State University of New York
17
University System of Georgia
18
State University System of Florida
9
University of California
1
Technology College System of Georgia
0
University of Texas System
13
Utah System of Higher Education
4
University of North Carolina
7
University of Wisconsin System
8
University System of Maryland
7
Texas A&M University System
12
Pennsylvania System of Higher Education
4
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Table 4
Check for nonindependence of observation
Variable
Intraclass Correlation
InnovationAveraged
0
FactorPerceptionandProcessing
.038
FactorResponding
.090
FactorAligning
0
FactorLearning
0
FactorCompetencies
.103
ITCentralizationAveraged
.246
BudgetTransformCapital
0
BudgetTransformOperating
.038
SpeedofTechAdoption
.025
GovernanceTechStandardsServices
.014
ServiceCatalog
.085
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Table 6
Simultaneous multiple regression summary - agility factor – perception and processing - for
peer higher education group, student FTE, total campus IT budget, IT centralization, and
leadership focus on innovation
Variable
B
SEB
t
β
Control Variables
Dummy Variable 1 – Other
0.355
0.351
0.091
1.011
Dummy Variable 2 – Associates
0.046
0.162
0.03
0.286
Dummy Variable 3 – Baccalaureate
0.024
0.168
0.014
0.142
Dummy Variable 4 – Doctoral
0.491
0.215
0.295*
2.284
Student FTE Count
5.98E-06
0
0.09
0.739
Total IT Campus Budget
-7.91E-10 0
-0.037
-0.258
Predictor Variables
IT Centralization
1.42
0.863
0.321
1.645
IT Centralization – Quadratic
0.901
2.451
0.062
0.368
Budget Transform Operating
-0.005
0.011
-0.059
-0.436
Budget Transform Operating – Quadratic 0
0
0.139
1.174
Budget Transform Capital
0.002
0.006
0.074
0.435
Budget Transform Capital – Quadratic
-9.92E-05 0
-0.158
-0.968
Innovation Focus
0.172
0.081
0.265*
2.123
Innovation Focus – Quadratic
0.004
0.052
0.01
0.082
Constant
3.054
.150
20.385
Note. Dependent variable: agility factor of perception and processing.
R2 = .097; F (14, 114) = 1.983, p = .025.
*p < .05, **p < .01.
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Table 7
Simultaneous multiple regression summary – agility factor – responding for peer higher
education group, student FTE, total campus IT budget, IT centralization, and leadership focus
on innovation
Variable
B
SEB
t
β
Control Variables
Dummy Variable 1 – Other
-0.617
0.422
-0.127
-1.463
Dummy Variable 2 – Associates
0.278
0.195
0.144
1.425
Dummy Variable 3 – Baccalaureate
0.011
0.202
0.005
0.052
Dummy Variable 4 – Doctoral
0.186
0.259
0.09
0.72
Student FTE Count
1.32E-05
0
0.159
1.352
Total IT Campus Budget
-1.33E-09 0
-0.051
-0.361
Predictor Variables
IT Centralization
0.297
1.037
0.054
0.286
IT Centralization – Quadratic
0.516
2.945
0.029
0.175
Budget Transform Operating
0.016
0.013
0.165
1.266
Budget Transform Operating – Quadratic 7.58E-05
0
0.02
0.175
Budget Transform Capital
0
0.007
0.006
0.039
Budget Transform Capital – Quadratic
-5.81E-05 0
-0.075
-0.472
Innovation Focus
0.351
0.098
0.436**
3.598
Innovation Focus – Quadratic
-0.171
0.062
-0.321**
-2.729
Constant
3.439
.180
19.109
Note. Dependent variable: agility factor of responding.
R2 = .151; F (14, 114) = 2.625, p = .002.
*p < .05, **p < .01.
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Table 8
Simultaneous multiple regression summary – agility factor – aligning for peer higher education
group, student FTE, total campus IT budget, IT centralization, and leadership focus on
innovation
Variable
B
SEB
t
β
Control Variables
Dummy Variable 1 – Other
0.259
0.337
0.05
0.767
Dummy Variable 2 – Associates
-0.091
0.186
-0.038
-0.487
Dummy Variable 3 – Baccalaureate
-0.292
0.185
-0.119
-1.573
Dummy Variable 4 – Doctoral
-0.043
0.274
-0.015
-0.156
Student FTE Count
-2.60E-06 0
-0.024
-0.243
Total IT Campus Budget
2.05E-09
0
0.068
0.533
Predictor Variables
IT Centralization
1.624
1.034
0.228
1.571
IT Centralization – Quadratic
2.742
2.84
0.131
0.965
Budget Transform Operating
0.011
0.012
0.084
0.876
Budget Transform Operating – Quadratic -0.001
0
-0.203*
-2.375
Budget Transform Capital
0.006
0.006
0.12
0.937
Budget Transform Capital – Quadratic
1.82E-06
0
0.002
0.018
Innovation Focus
0.542
0.092
0.51**
5.914
Innovation Focus – Quadratic
-0.006
0.06
-0.008
-0.095
Constant
2.865
.182
15.742
Note. Dependent variable: agility factor of aligning.
R2 = .277; F (14, 185) = 6.447, p < .001.
*p < .05, **p < .01.
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Table 9
Simultaneous multiple regression summary – agility factor – learning for peer higher education
group, student FTE, total campus IT budget, IT centralization, and leadership focus on
innovation
Variable
B
SEB
t
β
Control Variables
Dummy Variable 1 – Other
0.356
0.162
0.08*
2.196
Dummy Variable 2 – Associates
0.126
0.091
0.06
1.388
Dummy Variable 3 – Baccalaureate
0.201
0.089
0.095*
2.257
Dummy Variable 4 – Doctoral
0.039
0.133
0.016
0.291
Student FTE Count
5.16E-06
0
0.054
0.958
Total IT Campus Budget
-8.10E-10 0
-0.031
-0.432
Predictor Variables
IT Centralization
-0.024
0.501
-0.004
-0.047
IT Centralization – Quadratic
0.27
1.367
0.015
0.198
Budget Transform Operating
-0.003
0.006
-0.027
-0.513
Budget Transform Operating – Quadratic 0
0
0.034
0.711
Budget Transform Capital
0
0.003
0.004
0.062
Budget Transform Capital – Quadratic
-5.26E-05 0
-0.072
-1.053
Innovation Focus
0.791
0.045
0.847**
17.766
Innovation Focus – Quadratic
0.038
0.029
0.059
1.296
Constant
1.963
.088
22.406
Note. Dependent variable: agility factor of learning.
R2 = .782; F (14, 181) = 50.983, p < .001.
*p < .05, **p < .01.
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Table 10
Simultaneous multiple regression summary – agility factor – competencies for peer higher
education group, student FTE, total campus IT budget, IT centralization, and leadership focus
on innovation
Variable
B
SEB
t
β
Control Variables
Dummy Variable 1 – Other
-0.213
0.36
-0.052
-0.593
Dummy Variable 2 – Associates
-0.116
0.166
-0.071
-0.699
Dummy Variable 3 – Baccalaureate
-0.065
0.172
-0.037
-0.378
Dummy Variable 4 – Doctoral
0.202
0.221
0.115
0.913
Student FTE Count
9.37E-06
0
0.134
1.128
Total IT Campus Budget
1.41E-09
0
0.063
0.448
Predictor Variables
IT Centralization
1.606
0.885
0.346
1.815
IT Centralization – Quadratic
3.054
2.513
0.202
1.215
Budget Transform Operating
0.011
0.011
0.128
0.973
Budget Transform Operating – Quadratic 0
0
0.042
0.365
Budget Transform Capital
0.004
0.006
0.124
0.741
Budget Transform Capital – Quadratic
-9.42E-05 0
-0.143
-0.897
Innovation Focus
0.261
0.083
0.382**
3.133
Innovation Focus – Quadratic
-0.076
0.053
-0.169
-1.426
Constant
3.036
.154
19.762
Note. Dependent variable: agility factor of competencies.
R2 = .138; F (14, 114) = 2.468, p = .004.
*p < .05, ** p< .01.
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Table 11
Simultaneous multiple regression summary – speed of technology adoption for peer higher
education group, student FTE, total campus IT budget, IT centralization, and leadership focus
on innovation
Variable
B
SEB
t
β
Control Variables
Dummy Variable 1 – Other
-0.397
0.259
-0.099
-1.533
Dummy Variable 2 – Associates
-0.205
0.143
-0.11
-1.437
Dummy Variable 3 – Baccalaureate
-0.156
0.142
-0.082
-1.101
Dummy Variable 4 – Doctoral
-0.65
0.211
-0.294**
-3.08
Student FTE Count
-2.26E-06 0
-0.027
-0.274
Total IT Campus Budget
1.88E-09
0
0.08
0.633
Predictor Variables
IT Centralization
-0.872
0.8
-0.157
-1.091
IT Centralization – Quadratic
-0.065
2.194
-0.004
-0.03
Budget Transform Operating
0.016
0.01
0.163
1.719
Budget Transform Operating – Quadratic -6.45E-05 0
-0.016
-0.185
Budget Transform Capital
-0.003
0.005
-0.076
-0.629
Budget Transform Capital – Quadratic
-1.19E-05 0
-0.017
-0.144
Innovation Focus
0.383
0.07
0.464**
5.446
Innovation Focus – Quadratic
0.024
0.046
0.042
0.515
Constant
3.313
.141
23.513
Note. Dependent variable: speed of technology adoption.
R2 = .296; F (14, 185) = 6.979, p < .001.
*p < .05, ** p< .01
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Table 12
Simultaneous multiple regression summary – IT organizational centralization for peer higher
education group, student FTE, total campus IT budget, and leadership focus on innovation
Variable
B
SEB
t
β
Control Variables
Dummy Variable 1 – Other
0.002
0.03
0.003
0.064
Dummy Variable 2 – Associates
0.017
0.016
0.05
1.019
Dummy Variable 3 – Baccalaureate
0.007
0.017
0.02
0.42
Dummy Variable 4 – Doctoral
-0.142
0.022
-0.356**
-6.472
Student FTE Count
-1.43E-06 0
-0.094
-1.522
Total IT Campus Budget
-2.08E-09 0
-0.491**
-8.13
Predictor Variables
Budget Transform Operating
-0.001
0.001
-0.041
-0.667
Budget Transform Operating – Quadratic 5.35E-07
0
0.001
0.013
Budget Transform Capital
0.001
0.001
0.18*
2.243
Budget Transform Capital – Quadratic
-2.53E-05 0
-0.213**
-2.776
Innovation Focus
0.004
0.008
0.028
0.511
Innovation Focus – Quadratic
0.006
0.005
0.058
1.096
Constant
.933
.014
67.701
Note. Dependent variable: IT organizational centralization.
R2 = .704; F (12, 188) = 40.725, p < .001.
*p < .05, **p < .01.
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Table 13
Simultaneous multiple regression summary – adoption of defined governance processes for peer
higher education group, student FTE, total campus IT budget, IT centralization, and leadership
focus on innovation
Variable
B
SEB
t
β
Control Variables
Dummy Variable 1 – Other
0.225
0.395
0.038
0.569
Dummy Variable 2 – Associates
0.108
0.218
0.04
0.494
Dummy Variable 3 – Baccalaureate
-0.159
0.217
-0.057
-0.732
Dummy Variable 4 – Doctoral
0.499
0.322
0.155
1.552
Student FTE Count
-1.28E-05 0
-0.104
-1.019
Total IT Campus Budget
2.68E-09
0
0.078
0.594
Predictor Variables
IT Centralization
0.949
1.213
0.117
0.782
IT Centralization – Quadratic
0.522
3.333
0.022
0.157
Budget Transform Operating
0.017
0.014
0.114
1.161
Budget Transform Operating – Quadratic -0.001
0.001
-0.245**
-2.785
Budget Transform Capital
0.004
0.007
0.073
0.554
Budget Transform Capital – Quadratic
-6.03E-06 0
-0.006
-0.049
Innovation Focus
0.446
0.107
0.371**
4.171
Innovation Focus – Quadratic
0.105
0.07
0.13
1.511
Constant
2.565
.213
12.023
Note. Dependent variable: defined governance processes.
R2 = .229; F (14, 186) = 5.245, p < .001.
*p < .05, **p < .01.
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Table 14
Simultaneous multiple regression summary –adoption of technology standards for peer higher
education group, student FTE, total campus IT budget, IT centralization, and leadership focus
on innovation
Variable
B
SEB
t
β
Control Variables
Dummy Variable 1 – Other
0.207
0.27
0.053
0.768
Dummy Variable 2 – Associates
0.193
0.149
0.106
1.298
Dummy Variable 3 – Baccalaureate
0.044
0.148
0.024
0.299
Dummy Variable 4 – Doctoral
0.118
0.22
0.055
0.536
Student FTE Count
7.98E-06
0
0.097
0.93
Total IT Campus Budget
3.76E-09
0
0.163
1.217
Predictor Variables
IT Centralization
-1.568
0.833
-0.289
-1.881
IT Centralization – Quadratic
-3.236
2.285
-0.203
-1.416
Budget Transform Operating
-0.006
0.01
-0.062
-0.614
Budget Transform Operating – Quadratic 6.05E-05
0
0.015
0.167
Budget Transform Capital
0.014
0.005
0.361**
2.788
Budget Transform Capital – Quadratic
0
0
-0.192
-1.55
Innovation Focus
0.105
0.073
0.13
1.432
Innovation Focus – Quadratic
0.062
0.048
0.114
1.302
Constant
.519
.147
3.535
Note. Dependent variable: adoption of technology standards.
R2 = .201; F (14, 185) = 4.579, p < .001.
*p < .05, **p < .01.
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Table 15
Hypotheses summary table
Hypothesis
Description
H1.
IT organizational centralization within higher education institutions is negatively related to
the amount of organizational agility that exists.
Perception & Processing
Responding
Aligning
Learning
Competencies
H2.
IT organizational centralization within higher education institutions is negatively related to
the speed of technology adoption.
H3.
Leadership focus on innovation within a higher education institution is positively related to
the speed of technology adoption.
Organizational Vision & Culture
Transformative Operating Budget
Transformative Capital Budget
H4.
Leadership focus on innovation within a higher education institution is negatively related to
IT organizational centralization within a higher education institution.
Organizational Vision & Culture
Transformative Operating Budget
Transformative Capital Budget
H5.
Leadership focus on innovation within a higher education institution is positively related to
the amount of agility that exists across the organization.
Perception & Processing
Organizational Vision & Culture
Transformative Operating Budget
Transformative Capital Budget
Responding
Organizational Vision & Culture
Transformative Operating Budget
Transformative Capital Budget
Aligning
Organizational Vision & Culture
Transformative Operating Budget
Transformative Capital Budget
Learning
Organizational Vision & Culture
Transformative Operating Budget
Transformative Capital Budget
Competencies
Organizational Vision & Culture
Transformative Operating Budget
Transformative Capital Budget
H6.
IT organizational centralization within higher education institutions is positively related with
the adoption of defined governance processes and service catalogs.
Governance Processes
Service Catalog
H7.
Leadership focus on innovation within a higher education institution is
positively related with the adoption of defined governance processes and service catalogs.
Governance Processes
Organizational Vision & Culture
Transformative Operating Budget
Transformative Capital Budget
Service Catalog
Organizational Vision & Culture
Transformative Operating Budget
Transformative Capital Budget
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Result

Not Accepted
Not Accepted
Not Accepted
Not Accepted
Not Accepted
Not Accepted

Accepted
Not Accepted
Not Accepted

Not Accepted
Not Accepted
Not Accepted

Accepted
Not Accepted
Not Accepted
Accepted
Not Accepted
Not Accepted
Accepted
Not Accepted
Not Accepted
Accepted
Not Accepted
Not Accepted
Accepted
Not Accepted
Not Accepted

Not Accepted
Not Accepted

Accepted
Not Accepted
Not Accepted
Not Accepted
Not Accepted
Accepted

Table 16
Research questions summary table
Question
Description
RQ1.
Does IT organizational centralization within higher education institutions have a curvilinear
relationship with the amount of organizational agility that exists within the organization?
Perception & Processing
Responding
Aligning
Learning
Competencies
RQ2.
Does IT organizational centralization within higher education institutions have a curvilinear
relationship with the speed of technology adoption within an organization?
RQ3.
Does leadership focus on innovation within a higher education institution have a curvilinear
relationship with the speed of technology adoption?
Organizational Vision & Culture
Transformative Operating Budget
Transformative Capital Budget
RQ4.
Does leadership focus on innovation within a higher education institution have a curvilinear
relationship with IT organizational centralization?
Organizational Vision & Culture
Transformative Operating Budget
Transformative Capital Budget
RQ5.
Does leadership focus on innovation within a higher education institution have a curvilinear
relationship with the amount of organizational agility that exists within the organization?
Perception & Processing
Organizational Vision & Culture
Transformative Operating Budget
Transformative Capital Budget
Responding
Organizational Vision & Culture
Transformative Operating Budget
Transformative Capital Budget
Aligning
Organizational Vision & Culture
Transformative Operating Budget
Transformative Capital Budget
Learning
Organizational Vision & Culture
Transformative Operating Budget
Transformative Capital Budget
Competencies
Organizational Vision & Culture
Transformative Operating Budget
Transformative Capital Budget
RQ6.
Does IT organizational centralization within higher education institutions have a curvilinear
relationship with the adoption of defined governance processes and service catalogs?
Governance Processes
Service Catalog
RQ7.
Does leadership focus on innovation within a higher education institution have a curvilinear
relationship with defined governance processes and service catalogs?
Governance Processes
Organizational Vision & Culture
Transformative Operating Budget
Transformative Capital Budget
Service Catalog
Organizational Vision & Culture
Transformative Operating Budget
Transformative Capital Budget
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Result

Not Accepted
Not Accepted
Not Accepted
Not Accepted
Not Accepted
Not Accepted

Not Accepted
Not Accepted
Not Accepted

Not Accepted
Not Accepted
Accepted

Not Accepted
Not Accepted
Not Accepted
Accepted
Not Accepted
Not Accepted
Not Accepted
Accepted
Not Accepted
Not Accepted
Not Accepted
Not Accepted
Not Accepted
Not Accepted
Not Accepted

Not Accepted
Not Accepted

Not Accepted
Accepted
Not Accepted
Not Accepted
Not Accepted
Not Accepted
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Appendix C: Educause Survey Components
Control Variables
1. Peer Higher Education Group - Carnegie 2010 Classification (carnegie2010)
a. Associate (Assoc/PrivNFP, Assoc/Pub-R-L, Assoc/Pub-R-M, Assoc/Pub-R-S,
Assoc/Pub-S-MC, Assoc/Pub-S-SC, Assoc/Pub-U-MC, Assoc/Pub-U-SC,
Assoc/Pub2in4, Assoc/Pub4)
b. Baccalaureate (BAC/A-S, Bac/Assoc, Bac/Diverse)
c. Master (Masters-L, Masters-M, Masters-S)
d. Doctoral (DRU, RU/H, RU/VH)
e. Other (Spec/Arts, Spec/Bus, Spec/Eng, Spec/Faith, Spec/Health, Spec/Med, SYS,
Tribal)
2. Number of Full-Time Equivalent Students (Student_FTE_2013)
3. Total Campus IT Expenditures
a. Total central IT expenditures (m1q18_total_2015)
b. IT expenditures outside central IT (m1q30_1_2015)

IT Centralization on Campus
1. Proportion of Full Time IT staff
Total Central FTE (m1q28_staff_total_2015)
IT Staff FTE outside central IT (m1q30_2_2015)
2. Proportion of Budget
Total Central Expenditures (m1q18_total_2015)
IT Expenditures outside central IT (m1q30_1_2015)

Speed of Technology Adoption
What was your institution’s preferred approach to adopting technology? (m1q10_2015) – 5
item Likert Scale
o We were one of the last to adopt new technologies
o We tended to adopt new technologies after our peers did
o We tended to adopt new technologies at the pace of our peers
o We strived to be early adopters of new technologies where we saw exceptional benefits
o We were usually among the very first to adopt new technologies

Standards
1. Our IT governance process creates a campus-wide view of technology standards and
services (m1q13_4_6_2015)
o Absent / ad hoc, Repeatable, Defined, Managed, Optimized
2. Did central IT maintain any service portfolio(s) or service catalog(s)? (m1q7_2015)
o No / Yes, includes distributed IT / Yes, does not include distributed IT
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Leadership Focus on Innovation
1. Financial
1. Operational
Percentage of expenditures - Transform (m1q22_trans_operating_text_2015)
2. Capital
Percentage of expenditures – Transform (m1q22_trans_capital_text_2015)
2. Leadership Focus and Communication
1. The organization has developed, communicated and invested in clear support
strategies. Explicit learning budgets exist and innovation time is built into schedules.
(m1q11_5_4_2015)
2. Senior leaders recognize the importance of a growth mindset, and regularly take
public risks in pursuit of bold outcomes. This willingness to take risks is recognized
and celebrated. (m1q11_5_1_2015)
3. The organization has established agreed-upon processes to promote, support, and
reward innovation, which are communicated clearly and consistently.
(m1q11_4_2_2015)
4. Vision: A focus on innovation drives the vision of the organization which is explicitly
linked to students’ needs. Participants at all levels can articulate the vision.
(m1q11_1_1_2015)
5. Purpose: Innovation efforts have a clear, shared sense of purpose. Strategies are
developed, documented and implemented with the learning benefit being shared
across the organization. (m1q11_1_2_2015)
6. Permission: Innovation is explicitly encouraged, celebrated and studied across the
organization. All members of the organization feel empowered to design and try new
approaches. (m1q11_1_3_2015)
7. Routine: Teams expect to innovate continually and have a developed clear, shared
routines for doing so, which are continually iterated upon and improved, as needed.
(m1q11_1_4_2015)
8. Urgency: Leaders not only explicitly prioritize innovation, but they establish clear
expectations and timelines as the basis for making organizational progress.
(m1q11_1_5_2015)
9. Trade-offs: Innovation is frequently prioritized in decision-making because it is a
strong organizational value. Trade-offs that make innovation possible are transparent
and explicitly shared (m1q11_1_6_2015)
10. Champion: Leaders at multiple levels of the organization champion and are held
accountable for creating environments that promote innovation, risk-taking and new
approaches. (m1q11_2_3_2015)
11. Team: The organization consistently invests in its capacity to innovate and broadly
communicates this value. Leaders are held accountable to develop their teams’
capacity to innovate. (m1q11_3_1_2015)
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Proposed CDS Survey Components Arranged in Seo and LaPaz (2008) Agility Framework
Three Different 5 Items Likert Scales in Use
1. Entering, Emerging, Adapting, Establishing, Transforming
2. Absent / ad hoc, Repeatable, Defined, Managed, Optimized
3. Strongly disagree / Disagree / Neutral / Agree / Strongly agree

Perception: Sensing, the ability to receive either strong or weak signals from internal or
external sources
1. Our data are of the right quality/are clean. (m8q7_1_1_2015)
2. We have the right kinds of data. (m8q7_1_2_2015)
3. Our data are standardized to support comparisons across areas within the institution.
(m8q7_1_3_2015)
4. Our data are standardized to support comparisons across institutions. (m8q7_1_4_2015)
Processing: Ability to create knowledge out of the data in order to make informed decisions
1. Our data are collected for a purpose. (m8q7_1_6_2015)
2. Reports are in the right format and show the right data to inform decisions.
(m8q7_1_8_2015)
3. We have the right tools/software for analytics. (m8q7_1_10_2015)
4. We have sufficient capacity to store, manage, and analyze increasingly large volumes of
data. (m8q7_2_4_2015)
5. Our data are “siloed”; we have pockets of individuals who protect their data (Inversed)
(m8q7_2_5_2015)
Responding: Ability to quick and appropriately act on knowledge
1. We have business professionals who know how to apply analytics to their areas.
(m8q7_4_3_2015)
2. Our analysts know how to present processes and findings to stakeholders and to the
broader institutional community in a way that is visually intuitive and understandable.
(m8q7_4_4_2015)
3. We have a process from moving from what the data say to making changes / decisions.
(m8q7_6_5_2015)
4. We have demonstrated with at least one high-profile “win” that analytics can lead to
improved decision-making, planning, or outcomes. (m8q7_6_6_2015)
5. Light Structures: Informal structures continue to emerge and inform ongoing changes to
formal organizational structures, which are designed, implemented and communicated
consistently. (m1q11_4_1_2015)
Aligning: Ability to re-evaluate and re-align existing processes and resources to adopt new
business processes
1. Our institution has a clear IT vision, mission, or strategy. (m1q13_2_1_2015)
2. Our IT governance process influences and enables IT strategic direction.
(m1q13_2_2_2015)
3. Our IT governance process sets high-level goals for IT outcomes that are aligned with
institutional strategy goals. (m1q13_2_3_2015)
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4. Orientation: Policy enables innovation. Incentive structures are aligned and leaders
develop new vehicles to advance the role of innovation in transforming student outcomes.
(m1q11_6_1_2015)
5. Our IT governance process prioritizes IT investment in accordance with institutional
goals. (m1q13_3_1_2015)
6. Use of data is part of our strategic plan. (m8q7_6_4_2015)
Learning: Ability to build on experiences and resources to adopt new business processes
1. Testable Hypothesis: All experiments are time-bound, testable, and designed to yield
actionable data not only on the project at hand, but on the overall institutional strategy for
innovation. (m1q11_7_1_2015)
2. Transparency: The organization not only explicitly values transparency around lessons
learned, but it has systems in place to regularly communicate lessons learned.
(m1q11_2_5_2015)
3. Frequency: Lessons are regularly shared across all leaders and stakeholder groups. There
are specific strategies or mechanisms in place to promote regular sharing.
(m1q11_2_6_2015)
Competencies: Knowledge about the market and the processes between internal and external
processes that support agile processes
1. We have IT professionals who know how to support analytics. (m8q7_2_6_2015)
2. Funding for analytics is viewed as an investment, rather than an expense.
(m8q7_3_2_2015)
3. We invest in analytics training. (m8q7_3_4_2015)
4. We have a sufficient number of professionals who know how to support analytics.
(m8q7_4_1_2015)
5. Our senior leaders are publicly committed to the use of analytics and data-driven decision
making. (m8q7_5_1_2015)
6. We have a culture that accepts the use of data to make decisions. (m8q7_5_3_2015)
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Appendix D: Emergent Factor Structure
Perception: Sensing, the ability to receive either strong or weak signals from internal or
external sources and Processing: Ability to create knowledge out of the data in order to
make informed decisions.
The measure of reliability (α = .827)
1. Our data are of the right quality/are clean. (m8q7_1_1_2015)
2. We have the right kinds of data. (m8q7_1_2_2015)
3. Our data are standardized to support comparisons across areas within the institution.
(m8q7_1_3_2015)
4. Our data are standardized to support comparisons across institutions. (m8q7_1_4_2015)
5. Our data are collected for a purpose. (m8q7_1_6_2015)
6. Reports are in the right format and show the right data to inform decisions.
(m8q7_1_8_2015)
7. Our data are “siloed”; we have pockets of individuals who protect their data.
(m8q7_2_5_2015)

Responding: Ability to quick and appropriately act on knowledge
The measure of reliability (α = .823)
1. We have a process from moving from what the data say to making changes / decisions.
(m8q7_6_5_2015)
2. Use of data is part of our strategic plan. (m8q7_6_4_2015)
3. Our senior leaders are publically committed to the use of analytics and data-driven
decision making. (m8q7_5_1_2015)
4. We have a culture that accepts the use of data to make decisions. (m8q7_5_3_2015)

Aligning: Ability to re-evaluate and re-align existing processes and resources to adopt new
business processes
The measure of reliability (α = .920)
1. Our institution has a clear IT vision, mission, or strategy. (m1q13_2_1_2015)
2. Our IT governance process influences and enables IT strategic direction.
(m1q13_2_2_2015)
3. Our IT governance process sets high-level goals for IT outcomes that are aligned with
institutional strategy goals. (m1q13_2_3_2015)
4. Our IT governance process prioritizes IT investment in accordance with institutional
goals. (m1q13_3_1_2015)

Learning: Ability to build on experiences and resources to adopt new business processes
The measure of reliability (α = .901)
1. Testable Hypothesis: All experiments are time-bound, testable, and designed to yield
actionable data not only on the project at hand, but on the overall institutional strategy for
innovation. (m1q11_7_1_2015)
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2. Transparency: The organization not only explicitly values transparency around lessons
learned, but it has systems in place to regularly communicate lessons learned.
(m1q11_2_5_2015)
3. Frequency: Lessons are regularly shared across all leaders and stakeholder groups. There
are specific strategies or mechanisms in place to promote regular sharing.
(m1q11_2_6_2015)
4. Orientation: Policy enables innovation. Incentive structures are aligned and leaders
develop new vehicles to advance the role of innovation in transforming student outcomes.
(m1q11_6_1_2015)
5. Light Structures: Informal structures continue to emerge and inform ongoing changes to
formal organizational structures, which are designed, implemented and communicated
consistently. (m1q11_4_1_2015)

Competencies: Knowledge about the market and the processes between internal and external
processes that support agile processes
The measure of reliability (α = .850)
1. We have IT professionals who know how to support analytics. (m8q7_2_6_2015)
2. Funding for analytics is viewed as an investment, rather than an expense.
(m8q7_3_2_2015)
3. We invest in analytics training. (m8q7_3_4_2015)
4. We have a sufficient number of professionals who know how to support analytics.
(m8q7_4_1_2015)
5. We have the right tools/software for analytics. (m8q7_1_10_2015)
6. We have sufficient capacity to store, manage, and analyze increasingly large volumes of
data. (m8q7_2_4_2015)
7. We have business professionals who know how to apply analytics to their areas.
(m8q7_4_3_2015)
8. Our analysts know how to present processes and findings to stakeholders and to the
broader institutional community in a way that is visually intuitive and understandable.
(m8q7_4_4_2015)
9. We have demonstrated with at least one high-profile “win” that analytics can lead to
improved decision-making, planning, or outcomes. (m8q7_6_6_2015)
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